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Kelowna, British Columbia, Thursilay, June 28th, 1934
STONE FRUITS 
HEAVIER THAN 
LAST YEAR
Apples Sizing Up Well For So Early 
In  Season—Powdery Mildew In 
Evidence
(From  the fortnightly report of the 
Horticultural Branch, Provincial De­
partment of Agriculture, Vernon.)
Vernon, B.C., June 23, 1934.
Salmon Arm, Sorrento and Main Lino 
Points, June 21
Since the date of the last News Let­
te r little change in condition.s has taken 
place. Temperatures have remained 
fairly high and there have been a few 
light showers. Moisture conditions on 
the heavier soils, and in orchards gen­
erally, remain satisfactory, althougli 
shallow rooted crops on, the lighter 
soils would benefit by a good rain. 
Crops in general, however, continue 
•"to develop very satisfactorily.
All tree fruits arc making good de­
velopment. The apple crop is fairly 
free from scab to date, and serious 
pests or diseases of the tree fruits arc 
not much in evidence.
Strawberries are moving from Sal­
mon Arm and Clearwater and the ber­
ries are of good size and quality. Rasp- 
beries and loganberries arc coming a- 
long nicely.
Vegetable crops look very promis­
ing, the hay crop has been excellent 
and most of it has been put up in fine 
condition.
Armstrong, Vernon, Oyama, Okanagan' 
Centre, Winfield, June 22
Since our last issue weather condi­
tions have been variable, but generally 
cool and cloudy with scattering show­
ers which have been a general nuisance 
to  the harvesting of the alfalfa crop 
smd of little benefit to any other grow­
ing crops.
Tree fruits are sizing rapidly and, 
-with the drop completed, a reasonable 
Indication of the season’s production 
becomes apparent.- In stone fruits the 
harvesting of the sweet cherry crop is 
in  full swing, with Bings and Royal 
Annes at their 'peak. Apricots and 
pieaches are sizing fast, but, with the 
terrific load apparent on some of the 
apricot blocks, there is a po.ssibility of 
considerable of this fruit running on 
the small side. Prunes a.na plums 
have, now completed their s t r in g ,  and 
there is apparent a very he^^y slough 
in some prune blocks, ̂ ^h ile  others 
show comparatively little/''<Ihe total 
ctt)p, however, will be considerably 
larger than last year.
In  small fruits, strawberries are tail­
ing off and raspl>erry picking has comr 
menced, and there is evidence of an ex­
cellent crop of this fruit. Blackber­
ries also show a very heavy set.
There is a t present a plentiful sup­
ply of all the ear4j’ vegetables includ­
ing cauliflower and cabbage. The 
spring lettuce crop of the Armstrong 
district is tailing off. and there has 
,becn an excellent “cut out” this sea­
son. Tomato sets are doing exceed­
ingly well with every indication of 
early picking of this crop. Depreda­
tions- of the Onion M aggot arc very 
evident at this time, many patches hav­
ing been thinned out considerably.
At this date the first cutting of al­
falfa is about all under cover, and tim­
othy and clover cutting will start in 
about ten d ^ s .  In general, fall wheat 
fields are in excellent condition and 
many turning colour, but, owing to the 
lackjrtiOf precipitation, spring sown 
grains are in many cases showing a 
stunted appearance on the higher lev­
els, which will no doubt affect yields to 
a certain extent.
There has been a fairly severe infec­
tion of Powdery Mildew. on certain 
varieties of apples in all sections. Ap­
ple Scab is also very prevalent through­
out the Vernon area. . Woolly Aphis, al­
though general, is not serious.'The first 
brood Codling Moth sprays have been 
completed.
Kelowna, June 21
The drop still continues in apples. 
Spraying has generally been better 
than last year. Worms' are pleiltiful 
in some orchards. Some of them have 
completed their growth and left the ap­
ples, so an early second brood can be 
expected.:
Size of fruit is large for the time of 
year. I^iseases are about normal with 
the exception of Apple Mildew, which 
is more prevalent than for many, years..
Royal Annes and Bing'cherries are 
moving in large quantities. The qualr 
ity  is excellent.
Strawberries are over on the earlier 
sites and at their peak on higher ele-
 ̂ - :(Continued on page d)
A LTER N A TIV E PLAN TO
BE SEN T TO OTTAW A
“ Tree Fruit Producers Committee ” 
Soliciting Support For Scheme
An alternative scheme to that ad­
vanced l)y the growers’ committee has 
been printed and distributed by a body 
calling itself tlic I’rec Fruit Producers’ 
Committee, with Mr. A. T. Howe, Ver­
non growcr-slii|)pcr, as chairman. Ac­
companying the draft of the scheme 
is an explanatory letter to which is at­
tached a form for those in favour of 
the plan to sign. The letter states that 
tlic scheme has already been endorsed 
by a considerable tonnage.
Presumably the plan is that drawn 
up by a number of shippers and grow­
er-shippers who claim to represent a 
fairly large tonnage as producers. 'I'lie 
scheme provides that the Board, to be 
called the Interior 'Tree Fruit Board of 
British Columbia, shall consist of four 
members appointed by a recognized 
“Producers’ Association,” one of vvliom 
to be the nominee of Associated Grow­
ers, and one the nominee of tlic Grow­
er-Shippers’ Association; the other two 
members to be appointed by a federa­
tion of licenced shippers which the plan 
provides for. These six members would 
appoint a seventh, who would act as 
chairman of the Board. The plan stip­
ulates that a five to two vote of the 
Board shall be required to decide “any 
question involving the suspension or 
cancellation of licences, or similar <|ucs- 
tions involving heavy financial respon­
sibility on the part of the Board.”
It is stated that the plan is drafted 
strictly in accordance with the Natural 
Products Marketing Act, and it is in­
tended to petition the Governor-in- 
Coi^jicil when sufficient time has been 
allowed for the return of the forms 
that have been sent out.
Compared with the plan advanced in 
recent \yeeks by the growers’ commit­
tee, the major difference is found in the 
composition of the Board.
It now appears certain that at least 
two schemes from the Okanagan will 
go to Ottawa. W hat happens after thqt 
is for the Minister to determine.
CENTRAL BANK B ILL
PASSES COMMONS
OTTAW A, June 28.—The govern­
ment bill establishing a Central Bank 
for Canada passed through the House 
of Commons today and was sent to 
the Senate. The vote on the third read­
ing w as'97 to 50.
PROTEST
UNETHICAL TRADE 
PRACTICES
Kelowna Merchants Pass Resolution 
After Hearing Address By Mr.
G. R. M attthews
About twenty-five Kelowna mer­
chants heard Mr. George R. vMat- 
thews, Secretary of the B. C. Divis­
ion of the Retail Merchants’ Associa­
tion of Canada, Vancouver, speak at 
length on unethical trade practices in 
the Board of Trade Room last evening, 
when he gave a comprehensive out­
line of the brief which he presented 
to the Stevens Committee at Ottawa 
on behalf of the retail merchants of 
British Columbia.
Although the mass buying probe has 
brought to light startling and disgrace­
ful facts in connection with large firms 
throughout Canada benefitting through 
mass buying and employing selling 
methods unfair to the smaller retailer, 
Mr. M'atthews concentrated on this 
province and was able to reveal de­
plorable trade practices in British Co­
lumbia, all of which were substantiated 
by signed statements.
At the conclusion of his address, 
which was listened to attentively, the 
following resolution, which has been 
passed at other meetings held in the 
province, was moved by Messrs. R. J. 
Gordon and R. MacDonald, and en­
dorsed by the assembly:
“Whereas, the business of independ­
ent merchants throughout the Province 
of B.C. is being seriously affected b3'' 
unethical trade practices such as mis­
leading advertising, loss leaders, un­
taxed mail order business, secret re­
bates and other practices that are in­
jurious to the interests of the mer­
chant and his employees, and
“W^hereas, the economic welfare of
B. C. is dependent upon honest and 
equitable trading relations, and as un­
fair trade practice^ do not tend to 
.build up community life,
“Be it therefore resolve^ that this 
meeting of Kelowna retail! merchants 
held on June 27th, 1934, heartily en­
dorse the establishment of a standard 
of business practices for retailing in 
British Columbia that will eliminate 
some of the unfair and unethical prac­
tices, and
.“Be it further resolved that the B.
C. Board of the Retail Merchants 
Association urge upon the Honourable 
Premier, in the interest of the pro­
ducer, employee, consumer and dis­
tributor, the necessity for such a stan­
dard of business practice 'being made 
effective a t'th e  earliest possible date.”
This will be forwarded to Premier 
Pattullo, with copies to Hon. George 
Pearson, Minister of Labour, and Dr. 
J. Allen Harris, M.L.A. A special let­
te r  will go to the local member, asking 
for his' support.
The 48-hour week was endorsed by 
the Kelowna merchants. ■
Another resolution. was < moved ex­
pressing confidence in the Retail Mer­
chants Association and Mr. Matthews, 
and ' pledging' the moral and financial 
support of the Kelowna merchants at 
the meeting.
A more complete report of the pro­
ceedings will be published next week.
PADRE HOLMES 
VISITS TOC H 
ORANCH HERE
Members Derive Fresh Inspiration 
From Address On Aims And 
Prospects Of Organization
The Kelowna Branch, Toe H, had 
a notable vi.sitor on 'ruesday, June 19, 
in Padre Holmes, of the Eastern Can­
adian Region of Toe H, Toronto. T|ic 
Padre had been “borrowed” by Toe H, 
London, England, for the purpose of 
making a tour of W estern Canada in 
order to ascertain the difficulties and 
liroblenis in this section and whether 
or i\bt it would be advisable to have a 
whole-time man for this Region.
The importance of the work done by 
Toe H is not generally known, but it 
has grown enormously in the past few 
years and has assumed proportions 
which would seem to warrant this con­
solidation of W estern Canada into a 
Region with its own administrative 
bodies.
The Padre arrived on the “Sicamous” 
from Penticton, where he had spent 
the previous two days, and was met by 
some half-dozen of the local members. 
After lunch, he held a consultation with 
the executive of the Branch, and at 6.30 
p.m. was entertained at supper in the 
Branch quarters on Doyle Avenue. A- 
bout thirty members and probationers 
sat down to the meal, after which the 
Pilot, O. L. Jones, called the meeting 
(Continued on page 4)
CONVENTION 
OF INTERIOR 
SPORTSMEN
Twelve Rod And Gun Clubs Repre­
sented At Annual Gathering Held 
At Salmon Arm
'I'lic Courier is indebted to the Kam- 
looiis Sentinel for the following report 
ot the sportsmen’s convention at S:d- 
mon Arpi on Friday last.
FOUR K ELO W N IA N S ON
IN D IA N  M URDER JURY
Many Challenges Before Twelve Sel­
ected From Panel Of 112
Four Kelowna district men are serv­
ing on the jury empannelcd for trial of 
Richardson, Eneas and Alex. George, 
the three Indians accused of murderiner 
Dominion Constable F. H. Gisbourne 
at Canford, near Merritt, on or about 
May 24th. Their trial opened before 
Mr. Justice Denis Muphy at tl.«. ad­
journed Vernon Assizes on Monday, 
when a full jury paiiel of 112 persons 
was summoned. There were many 
challenges by the defence and prosecu­
tion, with the result that practically 
the whole list was gone through before 
the jury of twelve was selected.
The Kelowna district men on the 
jury include Messrs. ■ D. W. Elcdat, 
Joseph Casorso, R. T. Graham and J. 
C. Clarke. Mr. K. C. Tailyour, of 
Peachland, is for^eiiian.
Attornej'-General Sloan. a<;sisted by 
Mr. J. R. Nicholson, of Vancouver, is 
prosecuting, while Stuart Hend''>'son. 
veteran Indian defence lawyer, and Mr. 
Henry Castillou. of Vancouver, are 
conducting the defence.
Of the panel of 112, all except the 
twelve chosen for the trial jury w'cre 
discharged until next Tuesday, when 
they must go back to court.
'i'he following w ere  summoned 
from the Kelowna district for jury 
duty: Messrs. C. E. Weeks. D. W. El- 
coat, W. J. Peterman, G. D. Cameron. 
Joseph Casorso, W. Harvev. E. W^ 
Barton. O. St. P. Aitkens, E. L. Cross, 
Ged. Balfour, H. W  Arbuckle, W. S. 
Dawson, A. E. Cox, W. A. C. Bennett. 
Clive *Percival,- R. T. Graham, J. C. 
Wilcox, J. E. Young, A. E. Miller, J.
E. Ward, G. F. Bolton. W. N. Talbot,
S. Pearson, J. C. Clarke. 1. H. Kerr.
The annual cdiivcntioii of the Rod 
and Gun Chibs of the Interior opened 
ill the Provincial Governinent coiirt- 
liouHc, Salmon Arm Friday morning, 
W. Ncwncs, President of the Salmon 
Arm chib, taking the chair, with Rex 
Lingford acting as secretary. An ad­
dress of welcome was given by May­
or Thomson. The President gave the 
report of the association for the last 
year which showed that Iwo more clubs 
had affiliated and that the membership 
was strongly on the increase.
Dr. A. H. Bayne, President of tlie 
Kamloops chib, followed with a report 
of what action had been taken by the 
government on the resolutions passed 
at the last convention.
The meeting then adjourned until 
1.30, when the court room was filled 
with delegates and interested parties 
from all over the Interior of British 
Columbia.
Twelve clubs were represented, also 
the President, H.. Castillou, of the Brit- 
(Continued on Page S)
OVER 70%
OF GROWERS 
HAVE VOTED
Ninety-Eight Per Cent Of Those 
Balloting Favour Control By 
Growers
Messrs. W. E. Haskins, G. A. Bar- 
ratt, O. W. Hembling and R. F. Bor- 
rett, having concluded their meetings 
in the Okanagan and on the Main Line 
at which the growers’ marketing plan 
was explained and a ballot taken, left 
today for the^Kootei>ay-to wind up the 
campaign. They will address meetings 
at Nelson, Creston and possibly Grand 
Forks. -
The final result of the ballot in the 
Okanagan, Main Line district and 
Kootenay will not be available for pub­
lication until next week, when com­
plete figures will be compiled. I t  w a s  
stated j'esterday, however, that ^̂ over 
seventy per cent of the valley growers 
had voted, some thirteen or fourteen 
hundred ballots having been turned in 
at the meetings and deferred polls. Of 
these, ninety-eight per cent have voted 
in favour of the scheme submitted, and 
97-H per cent have given -approval to 
the proposed Board of three growers.
The Marketing Bill has not J’̂ et re­
ceived final sanction at Ottawa, but it 
is. expected that it will become law 
with little further delay.
NO PROSPERITY 
UNLESS SYSTEM 
IS CHANGED
So Declares Dr, Lyle Telford—Mach­
inery Of Production Must Bo 
Controlled
'riic C.C.F. had everything to gain 
and nothing to lose in the Saskatche­
wan election, declared Dr. Lyle Ic l-  
ford, well-known Vancouver exponent 
of Socialism, who addressed a large 
audience in the I.O.O.F. Temple on 
Friday evening. Dr. Telford, who as­
sisted in the C.C.F, campaign in the 
prairie province, declared that an op- 
tiqiistic view should be taken as the 
C.C.F. in the next federal election was 
going to give the Liberals and Conser­
vatives a lot of sleepless nights. The 
Conservatives bad been wiped off the 
map in Saskatchewan, yet they were 
delighted that the Liberals had won; 
in other words, they did not want the
C.C.F. to win.
The Faithless Liberals 
The Liberals in B. C. were not ful­
filling their election promises, which 
covered everything from soup to nuts. 
With a characteristic sally, the speak­
er averred there was no prospect of 
getting the nuts. The future for the 
children of British Columbia was bleak.
The Liberals, charged Dr. Telford, 
gained power through tactics to which 
the C.C.F. would never stoop. “We 
would father lose,” he said. “We must 
play the game honestly, frankly and 
above board—then we will have no re­
grets or apologies. Not until they are 
enlightened through destitution do the 
people come to see things our way. We 
made a gain of five seats in Saskatche­
wan, where George Williams, a won­
derful chap who had a hard fight ar 
gainst tremendous odds, was elected. 
Ontario had few C.C.F. candidates in 
the field. They had to re-organize there, 
but they got 90,000 votes.”
Problem Of Economics Not Politics 
The people, of Canada were faced 
with the problem of economics and not 
(Continued on page 4)
SHANGHAI JA PA N ESE ATTACK 
B R IT IS H  M ILITA RY  PO LIC E
SHANGHAI. June 28.—Street riot­
ing in which Japanese attacked British 
military police : threatened an interna­
tional incident tpday. Japanese object­
ed angrily when the British police at­
tempted to arrest two Japanese sailors, 
and niissiles, bricks, bottles-and clubs, 
began to fly. After several hours, Brit­
ish and Japanese forces were able to 
prevent Avhat threatehed to become an 
armed' clash, with further outbreaks 
feared today. .•
The Japanese insisted that only tt '- ‘“ 
own patrols had authority to arrest 
their men ashore in Shanghai, while the 
British police held to the position that 
any person is subject to police jurisdic­
tion in international territory.
The affair started when British pol­
icemen attempted to arrest the two 
sailors, whom they accused of striking 
a Chinese woman. Crowds of Japan­
ese gathered, and finally at daybreak 
three hundred of them attacked the 
police.
Leam To Swim ** Week In Kelowna
SEN ATE AM ENDM ENTS TO 
M ARK ETIN G  B ILL R EJEC TED
Libernis Agree That Wheat Should Be 
Included In  Any Meanurc Passed
OTTAW A. June 28.—The House of 
Cominmis today rejected the amend­
ments made by the Senate to the Nat­
ural Products Marketing Bill, wliicli 
would have removed >vhcat from the 
list of products open to the marketing 
code.
“We are disagreeing with the Sen­
ate,” Premier Bennett explained.
The motion “to acquaint their Hon­
ours” of ilisagreeinent was moved by 
Hon. Robert Weir, Minister of Agri­
culture.
The House gencrallv endorsed the 
position taken by the Government.
Hon. Ian Mackenzie .said he warmly
approved the stand that, if there .....
to be a marketing board for natural 
products, wheat should certainly be in- 
clndcd.
KAM LOOPS GROW ERS
UNANIM OUS FO R CONTROL
No Dissenting Vote Polled On Any Of 
Four Questions Submitted
Kamloops district fruit growers gave 
a unanimous vote in favour of the gro­
wers’ proposed marketing plan at a 
well attended meeting in tlie City Hall 
on Friday, says the Kamloops Sentinel. 
The vote was rather a surprise. Al­
though it was known that it would be 
practically unanimous, it was hardly ex­
pected that there would not be one 
dissentient voice.
Thirteen growers voted in favour of 
all four questions, none voting against. 
Vegetable Scheme
At the conclusion of the meeting, 
vegetable growers, under the chairman­
ship of R. B. Homershain, got together 
and discussed the proposed scheme for 
control of vegetables, and it was decid­
ed to circulate a petition for .signature 
so that a meeting can be held at an 
early date in order that the scheme 
may be put into effect as early as pos­
sible.
U. S. APPLE 
CROP SHOWS 
BIG DROP
Estimated Yield This Year Less Than 
Half That O f 1930—Major Loss 
Central And Atlantic States
Learn To Swim Both For Your Own 
Sake And That Of Others
Every one, young and old, should 
consider it a duty to learn to swim, 
not only for one’s own benefit but al­
so to render assistance to others in 
danger of drowning. Thousands of lives 
are lost unnecessarily that 'could be 
saved were swimming and life-saving 
more generally known, and practised. ,
It is the principal object of the new- 
«ly formed Kelowna Swimming Club, 
under the auspices of the Kelowna A- 
quatic Association, to foster such use­
ful knowledge-by launching a-campaign 
against all . unnecessary risks being 
taken bj' swimmers and non-swimmers. 
All over the age of twelve years may 
learn life-saving and improve their 
swimming prowess by becoming i^em- 
bers and taking part in the activiti^  of 
the club. .
Parents are uriged to realize that one 
of the chief reasons for the. existence of 
the Aquatic Association is for the chil­
dren under twelve, who have the use 
of the bathing facilities absolutely free 
between the hours of 9.30 and 11 a.m. 
and from 2 to 5 p.m. During these 
hours they are watched over constant­
ly- by the life-guards, -who dash in­
stantly to  the" aid of any who may get 
into difficulties through their own rash­
ness, for the danger line of deep water 
is plainly indicated and roped off, and 
the children are perfectly safe so long 
as they stay within the boundaries. It 
is significant that there has not been a 
mishap to a child under the guardian­
ship of the Aquatic for many years, 
while dozens have been snatched from 
danger when venturing beyond safe 
limits.
Commencing on Tuesday, Ju ly  3rd, 
these youngsters will be given lessons 
in swimming, diving and life-saving on 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 
between the hours of 10 and 11 a.m., 
under the supervision of Don Poole.
Don’ts  For Bathers
Here are a few “dbn’ts’’ for bathers 
that should always be kept in mind.
i;—Don’t enter the water for at least 
an hour after eating, as stomach cramp, 
which is fatal, is likely to ensue.
2. -^D on’t swim out of your depth 
without a boat in attendance or at least 
a watcher nearby. ,
3. —Don’t bathe alone in isolated 
spots. '
4. -^D.on’t  enter the water immediate­
ly after: strenuous exercise. ,
5. —If in difficulty, don’t become 
frantic and throw :up your hands, , for 
of course you will sink. Remain' calm 
and try to help your rescuer.'
6. -—Don’t stand up or try foolish
stunts in a boat or canoe. .
7. —Don’t dive into water of unknown 
depth. If it is too shallow, the result 
may be a broken neck.
In case of accidents, if you' cannot 
effect a rescue yourself, yell loud and 
long for help, throw a rope, a plank, 
a box, or anything that will hold him 
up, to the victim until aid arrives. If 
there are-m en already helping, make 
3'ourself useful by phoning the life­
guards at the Aquatic, the police, the 
Fire-Hall and a doctor. The telephone 
operators will help you.
Meeting Tomorrow Night
A general meeting of the Swimming 
Club is being held at the Aquatic Pav­
ilion on Friday, June 29th (tomorrow), 
at 8 p.m. Parents, children, swimmers 
and non-swimmers are invited to at­
tend and to take part.
The Club is making this week j a 
LEARN 'TO SW IM  W E E K  and 
'members have given talks to the pupils 
in the city schools, while the co-opera­
tion of the press and radio is being lent 
to bring this v ital matter to  the atten­
tion of a ll y
W ho knows, your co-operation now 
might some day save yourv own life 
or that of some one else, failure to  res­
cue- whom otherwise might . become 
one of your bitterest memories.
The commercial apple crop of the 
United States is expected to be the 
smallest for many years past, being 
estimated at a little less than 18,000,000 
barrels, or 54,000,000 bushels, compar­
ed with 25,739,000 barrels harvested 
last year, which was one of the smallest 
crops grown in the past ten years. 
Back in 1930, the commercial apple 
crop was 39,000,000 barrels.
L. B. Gerry and T. R. Hall, Seat­
tle representatives of the United States 
Department .of Agriculture, in the daily 
market news service give a report of 
the 1933 commercial apple crop of each 
of the twenty-four , leading apple- 
growing states together with the es­
timated: condition and production for 
this year. Last year’s crop was 71.7 
per cent' of a full yield. This year’s 
estimate on June 1st was 48.7 per cent 
of a full crop.
The principal fall in production is in 
the central and Atlantic states, Michi­
gan showing a drop from 1,728,000 bar­
rels in 1933 to an estimate of 1,020,000 
barrels this year, while Virginia falls 
from 1,800,000 barrels to, 950,000. New 
York; which is the largest producer of 
the eastern states, shows a decline from
3,200,000 barrels to 1;600,000. The 
western states show considerably less 
of a fall; Washington, with^an; estim­
ated yield of 6,500,000 barrels this year 
as against 7,000,000 in 1933, being the 
least affected. Idaho’s crop is placed 
at 1,080,000 barrels; as against 1,S0S,- 
000 last year, and-California’s at 1;0S0,- 
000 barrels asagainst 1,460,000 last year, 
while -Oregon is predicted to  show an 
increase to 660,000 barrels this season 
as compared with 600,000 in 1933.
The shortage in the United States 
crop, besides" tha t in Ontario due to 
serious winter injury to trees through 
unusually ; low temperature's, is expect­
ed to  have a favourable reaction on the 
m arket and prices for Okanagan apples, 
which makes it a ll the more important 
that the growers be placed in such a 
position of control as to reap-the bene­
fits instead of the profits passing into 
other hands. - ;
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ALLAN F m E  
AGAIN BEATS 
COAST STARS
Brilliant Young Kelowna Runner Wins 
Hundred Yards At Vancouver 
Police Sports
By virtue of his brilliant win over 
the most forniidahic field of sprint stars 
British Columbia has to offer, Allan 
Poole, Orchard City cinder ace, who 
flashed out in front in the 100 yards 
dash at the animal Police Sports at 
Brockton Point, Vancouver, on Satur­
day afternoon, when he covered the 
distance in ten seconds flat, hecome.s a 
stronger contender than ever at the 
British Empire trials to be held in the 
Coast City on July Stli and 6th.
After cleaning up the 100 yards dash 
and the 220 from a fast field in his 
home town, Allan invaded the Coast 
on Saturday and met Vancouver’s best 
short-distance sprinters on their own 
track. After taking the first semi-final 
beat in tlic century in 10 1-5 seconds, 
Allan stepped on the gas in the final 
to heat Howard MePhee, Vancouver’s 
sensational High School sprint star, 
and Harold Wright, member of the 
Canadian Olympic team in 1932, to 
prove that his wins over Stan BaiTett, 
who was unable to run on Saturday, 
and Viucent Forbes in the 100 and 
220 at Kelowna on A^ay 24th were no 
fluke. He did not enter the 220. His 
time in the 100—lO seconds flat—equals 
the valley record he set here oii Em ­
pire Day.
In the first heat of the century dash, 
which was run in the slow time of 
10 4-10 secs., Martiit Naylor, South 
Vancouver runner,, came in first, with 
Poole coasting along in second place. 
MePhee won his heat as did W right, 
with Forbes third in the hieat won by 
Wright. In  the first semi-final heat, 
Allan was first, Naylor second and Me­
Phee third. In the second semi-final, 
W right led Forbes to the tape, with 
Jack Fraser third.
The Police Sports wrought the 
downfall of W right, who performed so 
brilliantly last year. He not Only lost 
the century but met defeat in the fur­
long, which was taken by MePhee in a 
driving finish.
By his performances in two major 
meets this year, Poole now becomes 
one of B. C.’s best prospects for the 
Empire Games.
(Continued on page 8)
L IT T L E  N EW  EV ID EN CE
IN  IN D IA N  M URDER T R IA L
DOM INION PARLIAMENT.
WORKS OVERTIME
O’TTAWA, June '28.—rWith proro­
gation in view, the House; of Commons, 
started working overtime today with a 
morning session in* addition fo the reg- 
liTaf afternoon and evening sittings. Tt 
is hoped to bring'the -business of .Par­
liament to an end on Saturdav.
Witnesses Repeat Statements Made At 
Inquest
VERNON, June 28.—The evidence 
in the trial of the three George bro­
thers, Indians charged with the slay­
ing of two constables at the Canford 
Reserve in the Nicola Valley, contin­
ued today with the witnesses repeating 
for the most part the story of the fight 
bared at th e , inquest, telling how' the 
constables were clubbed, their bodies 
placed-in their, automobile and the car 
pushed over the river bank, only to 
lodge in a tree, whereupon the bodies 
were taken out and throvvn into the 
stream. •,..
; Henry Brown, an Indian youth who 
testified yesterday, adpiitted /helping to 
push the car Over the bank. He stated 
that Constable - Carir w as. still alive 
when thrown into the river.
Mystery was added to the. case when 
Joseph Edward swore that several 
minutes had elapsed after the firing of 
a shot before the fight began.;and that 
the battle was precipitated with Rich­
ardson George’s assertion, “They have 
killed our brother;” - ; ;
.Edward said that Constable Gis­
bourne had cried. to Carr; “Gome • on! 
W e’ll take’ all these men.” To this 
Carr had replied: “Eneas is. the only 
one we want; never niind the others.”
Gishourne’s pistol, hitherto missing, 
was produced by defence counsel.
H O P E  FADES FO R
M ARIE D R ESSLER
SANTA BARBARA, Cal, June 28.— 
Marie Dressler!s prolonged illness, 
reached a critical, stage today, and 
hopes: of her recovery are waning.
EM PLO Y M EN T SHOW S
M ARKED IN C R EA SE
OTTAW A, - June_ 28.-—Substantial 
expah'sion in industrial activity at the 
beginning of June has resulted in the 
greatest increase in employment that 
has been reported in any month since 
the be^nning of Ju,)ie, 1930, states a 
report of ' the Bureau of Statistics. I t  
adds that, payrolls of employers report­
ing to  the Bureau have increased from 
856,548 on May 1st to 899,286 on June 
1st, or by 42,>738 persons; This gain of 
five per cent in' a month is consider-- 
ably greater than, that reporte.d: on :the 
same date in 1933 and Js more than 
twice as great as: the increase reported 
in '1932 or 1931, according to Hon.
H. H , Stevens, Minister of Trade and 
Commerce.
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W H E N  N E E D IN G
Ladders
C O M E  T O  U S  FO R  T H E  R E D  TOJP L A D D E R
Picking Bags
See us before buying. Y ou cannot beat our sty le  of 
P ick ing Hags.
D on’t be troubled with A N T S . B uy D E R E T IN  and no 
more ants.
S T O C K A ID  for contented cow s. B ring container and 
save tnoney.
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
T H E  H O U SE OF SERV ICE AND QUALITY 
Free City Delivery Phono 29
J T  actually takes less ''
W"
Af, sy<
fjultf-
th a n  tip w o r th  o f  _
Magic Baking Powder to
make a cake, and you can count on good results— 
«very time! No wonder Canada’s cookery experts 
say it doesn’t pay to take chances with inferior 
baking powder. Bake with Magic and be sure!
MAGIC
MADE IN CANADA
“ CONTAINS NOALUM.” ThIa 
sta tem en t o n  every t in  la your 
guarantee th a t Magic Baking  
Powder is free from a lu m  or 
any h arm fu l Ingredient. ^
V I A
P R I N C E  R U P E R T
It costs but $13 more to 
spend two days at sea 
aboard a "Prince" boat en route . i . meals 
and berth included. "
0  L O W  S U M M E R  F A R E S
will meet your budget. Stop-overs at Jasper Pork 
Lodge in the Rockies and tfinakl Lodge in Loke 
of the Woods will moke your vacation memorable.
‘ 2  S A I L I N G S  E A C H  W E E K
Or travel East by roll ond return via Prince , Rupert 
and Bleamer. __
V-21-J4
Caiiaiiiaii flattoiial
For information, call oi write any C.N.R, Agent, or 
E. H. Harkness, Traffic Representative, Vernon. B.C.
G U M - D I P P E D  T I R E S
for Every Purse
H IG H
SPEED
TIR ES
Standard 
of Tire 
Value
No matter how little or how 
much you can afford for tires» 
first go to the nearest Fire­
stone Dealer*s. He has a de­
pendable, Firestone-built tire 
for every pocket- 
book that w i l l  
give you the 
longest, lowest- 
cost mileaige.
OLDFIELD
TIRES
Only in Firestone tires can 
you get those extra values 
that give 25 to 40% longer 
tire life . . .  at no extra cost. 
And remember, every 
Firestone tire is guaranteed 
against cuts, bruises, blow­
outs and o ther  road  
hazards.
l^ / r i^ T lR E 5  / / u ( /  T A U G H T  T H R IF T  ^o  T H D U 5 A N D 5
BOYSCOUT 
COLUMN
let Kelowna Troop
Troop Pirat I Self Laat I
Edited by S.M.
Orders for tlie week eiidinj.; 'I'liurs 
day, July .“ith, I'AB;
Duties: Orderly |)atrol for the week 
Heavers; next for duty. Wolves.
Rallies: ’I’lie 'rroop will rally at the 
.Scout Mall oil briday, June 29tfi, 
7.15 p.in.
We are intendiiiK Kobig into camp 
about July 7tli, and so all those who 
intend Roiiifif should not fail to attem 
the above jiarade, at which time we 
will Rive out lists of all that they have 
to hriiiK-
We have located a very suitable spot 
in CiallaKlier's Canyon which is we 
suited to onr puri^ose and which prom 
iscs to he an ideal location. A.s far 
as we know, there will he about seven 
teen of our own hoys and ten or elev 
en from East Kelowna, which shoiilc 
hrill^r the total attendance up to nearly 
thirty. We al.so hope to have the an 
imal overniKht hike, which will very 
probably he to Little White Mount 
ain again this year, as most of the 
present memirers have not Iiecn there 
yet.
Scout Notes Of Interest
Lord Haden-I’owell returned much 
improved in health from the Scout and 
Guide leaders’ recent good will cruise 
to the Mediterranean. Some 080 Ole 
Country leaders took part in the 
cruise and visited Nice, Malta, Algiers 
and Lisbon. At Malta some two thou­
sand and at Lisbon three thousanc 
Scouts and. Guides put on a display.
® * * *
By special permission, an entire Boy 
Scout unit. Troop 107 of Los Angeles 
I took an important part in the Western 
movie, “Drum Taps.”
* * *
The Prince of Wales, dressed in 
Scout uniform, with kilt, opened the 
great Glasgow Boy Scout Show’ at 
Kelvin Hall, and closely inspected the 
various exhibits. The Prince is Chiei: 
Scout for Wales.
He declared that he had a “great be­
lief” in the Scout movement, and that 
for a district like the Clyde it coulc 
have a wonderful influence bn a gen­
eration “who have to bring themselves 
up, so to speak, among the greatest 
■'possible' difficulties.” He believed the 
Scout training for boys along the Cly­
de was an important factor in their
securing employment when older.
........
A crying kitten w’hich some one had 
thrown into the river, and which had 
climbed on a floating cake of ice, of­
fered a Fergus, 'Ont., Scout an op- 
I portunity of fulfilling the sixth Scout 
Law, kindness to animals. The lad 
had himself lowered by a rope from 
la bridge, to reach and rescue the kit 
1 ten.
* * *
A thrilling incident for the boys 
present at the special Scout service in 
St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, on St. 
George’s Day, was the holding aloft 
by the Dean of Windsor of the great 
two-handed sword of Edward III, as 
a symbol of Christian seryice. The 
sword has hung in the chapel for 600 
years.
M URD ER M YSTERY IN
B R ILL IA N T MUSICAL SHOW
Many Beautiful Girls Appear In  “Mur­
der At The Vanities”
FOR HIGH CLASS JOB PRINTING GO TO THE COURIER
‘Murder at the Vanities,” the film 
adapted from Earl Carroll’s stage hit 
l and which combines a brilliant musical 
show and a murder mystery, comes to 
the Empress Theatre on Friday and 
Saturday. Paramount brought - Car- 
roll Holly wood to supervise the
s c r e ^  production, and he took eleven 
of his famous New Yoyk beauties to 
Hollywood to appear in the film 
These girls, together with several 
Hollywood beauties, are featured with 
Carl Brisson, Victor McLaglen, Jack 
Oakie, Kitty Carlisle, Duke Ellington 
and his orchestra and others.
“The House Of Rothschild” 
George Arliss, veterarr of stage and 
screen, has distingluished himself in 
every picture he has made since leav­
ing the legitimate stage, but critics 
I all over the country acclaim his latest, 
!“The House of Rothschild,” which will 
play, at the theatre on Monday, Tucs- 
! day and Wednesday, as the best effort 
of his career. I t  is said that he rises 
to new heights in the most spectacular 
of the Arliss - filnis and one: of ; the 
imost enjoyable.
. Melody In- Spring”
‘Melody in Sijring,” musical ronir 
lance, brings to the screen for the first 
time' Lanny Ross, silver-voiced tenor 
of radio fame. For his first picture, 
i which will be shown on Thursday and 
Friday, Ross has a  good  ̂supporting 
cast, including Charlie Ruggles, Mary 
I Boland, Ann Southern, George -Meek- 
ler, Wade Boteler and Helen Lynd.
THE PRINCIPAL STATES OF INDIA
JBrUigh
Jndi*, ■. •. I
huii*n>
(powruĉ Damim]
(pORTUCUESEjGoa
FRENCH
TRAVJUVi
j . r j f t
S50 1O0O I/EUm
Many people, until the actual discussion of schemes of Indian self- 
government brought the <|uestion of the Iiiditn states to the fore, vaguely as­
sumed that India was uniformly' under Britiih control. Actually the Indian 
peninsula is divided into British India, directly udministered by the British gov­
ernment of India, and a number of states, some of which enjoy full sovereign 
rights, while others are subject to the “advisory jurisdiction” of the government. 
British territory includes the bulk of India along the coast as well as the valleys 
of the Ganges and the Indus. The problem of devising a constitution which 
meets the democratic demands of the Indian Nationalist movement as well as 
the autocratic demands of the princes is obviously a complicated one. In the 
above map all of British India is shown in black. (Published by the courtesy 
of the Ryerson Pres.s and taken from the book, “An Atlas of Current Affairs. ’)
JUST CHATTER
(By ex-Kelownian)
Self-Help In  Getting W ork
The newspapers this week-end car­
ried large headlines indicating that the 
‘’Depression’’ was over, or at least was 
rapidly vanishing and that “Prosperity 
was sweeping over Canada.” The fig­
ures given show that we are rapidly 
returning to normal times. In spite 
of these figures, however, we
have a long list of people on relief. 
There is an old saying that “Figures 
can lie, and liars can figure,” and the 
fact remains that, no matter what fig­
ures say, there are still many families 
and young single men who are with­
out jobs. '  Iw is true-that the writer 
knows of many who within the Past 
year have been absorbed in employ­
ment of some kind. In the course of 
my work I receive numberless requests 
for work. Sometimes I wonder'wheth­
er a number of those who are unem­
ployed have not only themselves to 
blame. I do not say all, but many. 
Riecently three different cases have 
come to my attention. Let us con­
sider them.
do not come to people in bed at 10 
a.m.
Case No. 2. Married man, out of work 
for a long, long time. Deeply resentr 
ful that the world does not give him a 
living. He is a married man with a 
family to provide for. Is eternally 
smoking. Cannot seemingly leave cig­
arettes or pipe alone for more than a 
few minutes. 'When doing even the 
simplest job, he will go off for a 
few minutes to smoke. Took him to 
see a prominent business man, whom 
he knew was bitterly opposed to to- 
still bacco in any form. While talking to
him, he said “Gee, can’t you get a 
fellow a job?” At the same time he 
had his pipe in his mouth. The busi­
ness man was very formal and cold. 
After the interview, the out-of-work 
said: “Isn’t it a caution how indiffer- 
'ent these business men are? Wouldn’t 
you think that they would make some 
effort to get a fellow a job?” Mr. Reat 
er, what do YOU think? Only the 
other day the writer • saw advertise 
ments with remark, to the effect, “No 
cigarette fiends need apply.” Smoking 
of course, is not a heinous sin, but 
surely common sense should tell smok 
ers that . there are times and places 
where smoking is out of place. I t  was 
a little thing in this case, but, if a man 
is cai'eless about such a little thing.
4^ 1ST RUTLAND 
W  TROOP
'4 - r  —
a  “Do A Good Turn Daily”
Orders for week ending June 30th:
'I'lie Troop will parade on the School 
field on J’riday, at 7.45 p.m. Uniform 
optional.
Duty Patrol: Seals.
* 4> *
A iiieeting of the Court of Honour 
was held in tlic Scliool basement on 
Friday last, following the Scout meet­
ing. it was decided to reorgani/.c into 
tliree patrols of seven Scoiit.s each for 
the sunimer nionths, the Kangaroo 
Patrol being dropped for the time 
being. Temporary appointments were 
made as follows:— Beavers: Patrol 
Leader, Ralph .Smith; Second, Kcnnit 
Eutin. h'oxes: Patrol Leader, Maurice 
Latta; Second, Willard Urquhart. 
Seals. Patrol Leader, Ernest Gibson; 
.Second, KKvyn Cross.
'Phe Slimmer canii) will he held as 
soon after July ISth a.s possible, but a 
later Court of Honour will settle the 
exact time and place,
* II *
The patrol competition standing is 
now:
Patrol , Points
Foxes ................................    320
Beavers ....................................  309
.Seals .......................................... 204
—A.W.G.
STOCKWELL'S
L IM IT E D  
P h on e 324
SPECIAL
F R ID A Y  & S A T U R D A Y
only
FANCY CUPS AND 
SAUCERS 19c
25c value; for ...........
. $ 1 - 5 0
We oiien for business at 7.30 
every morning.
S T A N D A R D
S E C U R IT IE S
L I M I T E D
Memb.erai
VANCOUVER STOCK EKCHANQE 
C orrespondence In v ite d
425 H O W E STREET
TUnllr 6247 VANCOUVER. B.C
BETHEL BAPTIST 
YOUNG PEOPLE
(Contributed)
BANISH COMMON 
CONSriPATION WITH 
DELICIOUS CEREAL
K e llo g g ’s  A l l -B r a n  B r in g s  
R e lie f
Here is No. 1. A young man o f.. i i u  t. v
undoubted ability, but wbo has bee„| - «  
unemployed for a long time. Phoned  ̂ ®
him and found him in bed at 10 a.m 
(hours after the writer had been oii the 
job)i and he resented being called. 
When aroused, he \Vondered if there 
were any jobs and ivhen certain work 
was suggested, said, “Oh! there’s no 
money in that.” Another proposition 
was suggested where he could have 
very congenial employment of a temp­
orary nature and receive room and 
joard. His.reply was: “Oh! they don’t 
pay anything there.” Apparently this 
young man expects some one to come 
to him Avith a nice job on a platter and 
say: “Look! we are dving to engage 
your valualile services. Will you please 
work for us?” A number of fellows 
with much less personality have se­
cured positions because they were de­
termined to get them, and never let 
up applying or going after them. Jobs
He knew the business 
man hated tobacco, and surely, to say 
the leastv-it was careles.s to have his 
pipe in his mouth during the inter­
view. Business men look at such 
little things.
Case No. 3. A young man of fine 
physique asks for a job. He is a gooc 
basketball player, and all round ath­
lete. He is strong and genial. His 
reputation upon inv’estigation is that 
he is a fine happy-go-lucky fellow, 
takes a drink and often goes off on 
spree. Left school before matricula­
tion because he was too much, inter 
ested in sports. Can I get him a job? 
May I answer by another question 
namely, “Can I recommend him?” 
Does any employer want a fellow 
whose sole interest is sport? Sport 
in its place is fine. As “re-creation 
it is excellent, but as a job getter.
iS a iZ tv ^  ..»i 
area
eoouC Q fis
l\ \  ^
h , <•
Look out for headaches, losB of 
appetite and energy, sallow com­
plexions, sleeplessness. Frequently, 
these are warning signs of comimm 
constipation. I f  neglected, ydvr 
health may be impaired. ,
i Today, you can rid yourself o f  
common constipation by eating a  
tempting cereal. Laboratory tests 
show that Kellogg’s All-Bran fu r­
nishes *4}Ulk” "nd vitamiii B to aid  
regular habits. All-Bran is a l^  
rich in iron for the hloodl
The *4)ulk” in All-Bran is much 
like that found in leafy vegetables. 
'Within the .body, it forms a soft 
mass. Gently, this clears out tho 
intestinal wastes. How much bet­
ter this is than taking patent 
medicines!
Two tablespoonfuls of All-Bran 
daily will usually overcome most 
types of common constipation. 
Chronic cases, with each meal. I f  
seriously ill, see your doctor. Ax2r>' 
Bran makes no claim to be a '*curo> 
all.”
Serve AlLtBran as a cereal, sat 
use in cooking. At all grocers. In  
the red-and-grreen package. Made 
by Kellogg in London, Ontario.
BONE O F  GONTEN TIO N . B ETW EEN  PARAGUAY AND BOLIV IA
The chief value to Bolivia of the Gran Chaco territory, for possession of 
which her troops are battling fiercely with the armies of Paraguay,' is the ac­
cess,it affords to the River Paraguay, which flows to the Atlantic and:is land­
locked; Bolivia’s, only alternative route for exporting her valuable’ntinerajls to 
that afforded by rail across . Chilean territory to the ports of Afica and 
Antofagasta.
We arc having a beach party this 
week at Dr. Boyce’s beach. Mem­
bers will assemble at Mrs. Brown’s | 
home at 7.45.
young fellow, you might as well forget | 
it. An employer is not interested in 
if you are a, good basketball player.
No matter how,, interested he is in 
sport, unless your sport affiliations] 
have a direct drawing power in trade, 
he is not interested. He is interested | 
in whether you are reliable and ener­
getic. Do you think that your history I 
of going on “sprees” will get you a | 
job, when there are dozens of reliable 
young fellows who are in the field?
W ith a scarcity of jobs, the time I 
surely.is opportune for all young men 
to be on their toes. . This is an age | 
when a man riiust make his or>r>ortunit-1 
ies. He must so prove his ability that 
he can sell it and make hims'elf indis­
pensable to the man who engages him.
There is a glut in the supply market, 
and so long as that glut is on young 
men must do more than lie in bed, 
sriibke cigarettes and go on a =nree, to 
get jobs. There is always room at 
the top, no matter how congested the 
ground floor may be. Young people 
should remember that “character” still 
counts in the business w’orld. This is 
an age when men even in employment 
must eternally measure up. The stan­
dards are high, and a young man to 
hold his own must have initiative, en­
ergy and reliability. Several young 
fellows have taken advantage of the 
enforced leisure to improve their edu­
cation. Others have slept it away.
Some have built themselves reputa­
tions, others have lived for a moment 
and lost them. The Depression has .
been a great character tester. While I ^nd seeing that the boy was m earnest, 
many have been roaring and grumb-jl^c tojd him to go to the office and 
ling with the crowd, others have been sign the regular employnient s W t  He 
busy preparing themselves for the worked all through the season, because 
time when the job turned up, and the was determined,
grumblers wonder how these fellows I This is a day when we hear a great
“got the pull.” I was never so disgust- deal about young men, and the w riter 
ed as when a young fellow told meMjas much to do with them. Thank 
he was “W aiting for the government God, in the present generation there 
to make some change's. He had a fre some of tĥ e finest fellows I ever 
friend who was intimate with some of "°pe IP meet, but there are a number 
the powers that be. He would get a who ^ v e  taken the count from old 
political job.” This was from a sup- Man Depression without fight or with 
posedly red-blooded young fellow! He|°*^ly J)rost feeble of resistance. 1 
was W A ITIN G . Man alive, he should do believe in the burik about s t ^  
have been out hustling! ' He should new industries, such as one weal- 
have been pestering employers byD "y and independent business man 
daily visits until for very peace of ®Poke of recently, but I dp believe 
mind they told him to get to work, u b s t the time has come when young
The writer knows of a case where a .fellows should save much of their wind
young fellow refused to take “No” M" bowling about the depression and 
from a cannery employer. One day he ?et busy and beat it. It is true^that 
quietly stepped in amongst the workers Ĵ} ■ foialler cities the range of jobs is 
and did his work. The foreman did ’*nffed, but every .business man js 
not notice him for a time, and theiD ^ y  to engage a. y o u r- man who can 
when he saw him work, he watched. P ’̂^^e m o n ^  for him. ^Youth, wake up
—not a t 10 a.m. m the piorning,; but 
bright and early and make a de;ter- 
rnined: effort to overcome the depfjes- 
sion. Make yourself indispensable. 
At least be able to say, at the end of a  
day,” I have earned my rest, fdr j  
have trbly tried. If I have not suc­
ceeded, I have at least deserved to.” .
,It is riot true that a fellow must 
have puir to get a: job. ' Some fellows 
may get jobs by “pull,” but I know 
of several fellows who have secured 
jobs who had absolutely no “pull;” ’b a t 
they bad “push,” • -
Particularly in a small towii. where 
every act is known and where one’s \  
daily actions are books read of all nien, 
it is of paramount importance That 
young fellows should build up a. repu­
tation for reliability. , Many a young 
fellow has to pay â ,„biK price for his 
foolishness of earlier years. , Yes. he 
pays in cold hard cash, for he'can only 
get a very ordinary job. a^'d f- 
he hris to earn his money by the, sweat 
of nis brow arid ; aching harids and 
back,. The other Ifellow who has 
plied himself frequently gets the bet­
ter job,' and the Ibafer sneers, “pull.” 
No pull, young fellow—just “PU SH.’* 
There are exceptions, of course' ; to  
eybry vnile., and we; krioiy there are 
many conscientiPus; fellows who have 
been unfortunate, but event they • ihay 
gaiiii sbniiethirig, by a little candid self? 
Pxairiihatipri..', If may reyeM to thiem 
ttiariy';’ ways of dress; behay 
•tildes. Or’ habitsrthat : they Would' f be 
better without;. Comb ori, fellows-**:, 
JCil.I o ld : Mari ,pepr.es« 
riot; lie down arid wait for fhirigs to  > 
happen; ‘:YOu must niake. :’th;erii hap--; 
peri. THi Challenge^ to Youth.'
W
YOUNGEST CANDIDATE IN .
O N TA RIO
■W. C. Grant; C.C.F. candidate in St. 
George’s Riding, was the youngest as­
pirant in the Ontario provincial elec* 
tion, ‘ being only twenty-two. H e is a 
'first-year: law ' student and a  graduate 
of Victoria College in arts. He failed 
of election, a  Liberal wresting the seat 
from Hon. H .. C: Scholfield, Conserva­
tive. '
t
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STONE FRUITS 
HEAVIER THAN 
LAST YEAR
(Continued from Page 1)
, vationfl. Local rasplicrrics ar'c being 
picked.
Timolliy liay is harvested.
VcgclabIcH arc inalcing nood grovvtii.
Weatbank, Pcacbland, Summcrland, 
Naramata, June 20 
W eather conditions keep ideal for 
tlic development of llie fruit ;ind vegel- 
,al>lc crops. Temperatures rule Itigli 
during the day with nights cool. Irri­
gation ha.s to be careftdiy attemled to, 
os the spring flow is ne.ir ;it end, and 
reservoir sui>ply imii' be t.ipped earlier 
than usual.
■ Clierry picking is now in ftdl svying 
under favourable coiidilions. Royal 
Annes arc aboift over and Uings of 
excellent quality are now moving. The 
peak movcineut of the latter variety 
will be towards the middle of next 
week, with Lamberts coming iti about 
a  week. Yakimines will be ready a- 
bout the first of July.
Tree fruit drop, wliicit has been 
heavy in apples, pears and prunes, is 
now over. Stone fruit thinning is over, 
and apple and pear’ thinning is in pro- 
' Kress where required. Fruit is si/.ing 
up exceedingly well for the time of 
year.
Tomato and cantaloupe plants arc in 
excellent shape and making rapid 
Sprowth. These crops should be at 
least two weeks in advance of last 
year.
■ Penticton, Kaleden, Keremeos, Oliver, 
Osoyoos, June 20 '
W eather conditions for the past two 
weeks have continued hot and dry. 
T he cherry crop to date has been har­
vested under ideal conditions. Cher­
ries in the southern part of the district 
are about cleaned up, while Bings a rt 
a t  the peak in Penticton, with Lam­
berts to follow about the beginning of 
the week.
In  the Oliver-Osoyoos district, early 
cabbage, potatoes, cucumbers and to­
matoes are moving. A few Yakimines 
and early apricots have been picked, 
but the real movement of apricots will 
not start until early next week.
Moisture conditions.' in the orchards 
are satisfactory up to the present, but 
rain is needed on the ranges. Haying 
is in full swing, and a crop of good 
quality is being harvested.
Kootenay And Arrow Labes, June 19, 
W eather conditions for the past 
week have been quite warm and good 
growth has taken place in all crops. 
A t this time the weather has turned 
decidedly cooler and rain is forecast 
for this district. Moisture conditions 
on the whole are good and irrigation 
is  quite general throughout the dis­
trict. Season is still about two weeks 
ahead of last year.
■ Strawberries are now being, harvest­
ed in considerable volume with most 
o f the tonnage moving to jam factor­
ies at Nelson and Brilliant. There 
appears to be a very heavy crop in 
most of the fields, although some pat­
ches are showing considerable damage 
by  weevil. The British Sovereign 
variety is about a week later than the 
Magoon in this district, and ten days 
later than Van Sant and Parson’s 
Beauty. Raspberries are developing 
fast and an excellent crop is in sight, 
with first shipments around the 2Sth 
of June.
Bing and Royal Anne cherries are 
putting on colour and shipments will 
s tart from the Lower Arrow Lakes 
the last week in June,' with heavy 
shipments from all sections of the 
district by the 10th of July. There 
appears to  be an excellent crop 
throughout the district.
Apples are sizing well and the drop 
has been quite hea>’y- This will re­
su lt in a saving in the expense of thin­
ning. The estimate at this time is 
around 10,(X)0 boxes less than last 
year. Apple Scab is well under con­
tro l in the sprayed orchards, and with 
favourable weather the disease should 
not cause a great deal of trouble from 
now on. '
All vegetables are - coming on in 
good shape, and are reaching the mar­
ket much earlier than usual. New cab­
bage is being cut and potatoes will be 
ready by. the 25th.
Haying has been quite general this 
past week and the first cutting of al­
falfa has been harvested. The hay 
crop is very .gpod throughout the dis­
tr ic t
Grand Forks, June 20 .
Growing conditions continue good 
wi^h the weather fine and warm. Ear­
ly  local vegetables are now making 
their appearance on the market and all 
crops are well advanced for this time 
of the year. Owing to the good grow­
ing weather, the crop of weeds has 
been heavy this season and consider­
able labour has been necessary in 
weeding all hoe cropfe. The tree fruit 
crop will be very light and of the tot­
al crop ^bout 10,000 boxes will be 
hail damaged owing to  severe hail 
storm s towards the end of May. Hail 
damage to some onion fields has also 
been severe and will reduce the onion
ELLISON
f.;ist Saturday. Fctiic's Corner, 
Woods’ I.akc, vva.s the scene of Fllis- 
oii’s very enjoyable aiimial .school and 
eommuuity picnic. Quite a iumd>cr ot 
people turned out for it and enjoyed 
lielpiug m.ike it a big day for the cbil- 
ilreii. A big event of the day was the 
ebildreu's softball game with the Wiii- 
fiebl cliildren, mixed boy.s’ and girls’ 
team. After a clo.se and exciting game 
all the way Ibrougb, the score ended 
16 to 17 in I'dlison’s favour. .Swim­
ming and l)oating took np the remain­
der of the time when the cliildren were 
not busy at the dinner and supper of 
the always alnmdant good things to 
eat supplied liy the I'.llisoii ladies. 'Pile 
Scliool Hoard jirovided all the children 
with a goodl.v sni>|)ly of ice cream. 
Mr. Reicbl and Mr. Wcdbolmc kindly 
furnished the transportation with their 
trucks, both for tlie children and many
of the grown iqis.
m <* m
Mr. and Mrs. Jock Anderson, and 
Mr. 1.011 J’iildoeke spent a very suc­
cessful fishing sojourn of a few days 
duration at Dee Lake, returning on 
Saturday.
4i * *
Tlicrc was not a disseitting vote re­
corded at the poll taken at the Ellison 
School on Monday on the new market­
ing plan.
SAFEWAY M ARKET MANAGER 
PLANS VACATION TOUR
Mr. R. b'rankie. Market Manager of 
Safeway Stores. Kelowna, will leave 
on Sundav’ next on a vacation tour 
tbrougli the prairie provinces and 
points in tlie United States. He will 
lie away two weeks. Mr. Sillett. of 
the Penticton brancli. will be reliev­
ing.
crop to some extent.
The first crop of alfalfa is almost 
cut and some tonnage has already 
been baled and shipped. The yield 
was generally good and in some cases 
there was considerable lodging of the 
hay before cutting started.
The hot weather is beginning to 
dry up the grain crops west of Grand 
Forks, especially spring wheat, and 
further rains will soon be needed. The 
fall wheat crop generally is excellent 
and good yields are expected.
Creston, June 18
The weather still continues hot for 
this time of year,I with the skies cloudy 
at intervals, strong variable winds, 
mostly from the south, and the pre­
cipitation light. Early fruits and vege­
tables are well in advance of former
years. "
The strawberry season is about 
at its peak. This week will see some 
of the patches that started early fall 
out. On non-irrigated fields the ber­
ries are getting smaller and falling 
off in yield. Carload shipments have 
been going out steadily for a week 
and will continue until nearly the end 
of the month.
Raspberries have just started and in 
another week will he in full volume. 
Due to our recent increase in cold 
storage facilities, the valley shippers 
will be able to assemble, pre-cool and 
ship in carlots to greater advantage 
this season.
Cherries are beginning to  ripen as 
growers are now picking Governor 
Woods and Early Tartarians. Bings 
should be ready in another week. 
There is a plentiful crop in sight of 
excellent size and quality.
Gooseberries are over, and black and 
red currants are about ready to pick. 
There will be enough and to spare for 
the present market demand. ,
Plums and prunes are sizing rapidly. 
Judging by the quantity set, the trees 
would benefit greatly if thinned .early. 
Pears and apples are coming along fast 
and are a good size for this time of 
the year. Thinning operations are 
now  in progress, with not very much 
-Scab showing up where spraying has 
been done carefully. Young trees are 
carrying a good load this season. The 
pear crop will be lighter than last 
year’s, total, but the apple crop may, 
if anything, be a little larger.
The home market is well supplied 
with early vegetables locally; grown. 
In anbther week new potatoes and 
green peas will be coming in in more 
liberal quantities. Tomatoes, peppers, 
etc. are making more rapid growth. 
Many complaints have been heard o f 
the damaging effects of insects, es­
pecially in the onion beds.
The first cutting of alfelfa is pretty 
well under' cover, as hay making has 
been general < since the beginning of 
the month. Owing to frost injury to. 
the alfalfa in the low places, grass 
was more prevalent than is usually the 
caise, but the quality should be good 
as’ weather conditions were excellent 
for curing and saving the crop.
His Intentions, W ere Right
Detroit detectives were questioning 
George Washington, negro, charged 
with stealing a typewriter. Not get­
ting anywhere., one of the officers 
brought in. the typewriter and asked 
George if that was the machine he 
sto le ..
“Lawzce, man.” the negro exclaim­
ed, “you calls that a typewriter? Ah 
thought it was a cash register Ah was 
stealing
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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♦  TW EN TY  YEARS AGO
♦  From tlic files of "The Kelowna
♦  Courier”
4 " ^ * * . * *  * * * * " * ’* * * *
Thursday, June 25, 1914
“Umkr direction of Mr. George Rit­
chie, the work of reconstructing the 
livery stable occupied by Max. Jen­
kins and t:o. is progressing aiiacc, and 
the premises will soon he in ship­
shape. order a.s before the fire.” 
w «> •
"Mr, Lionel Taylor had ripe toma­
toes in the open air at Bankhead at 
the end of last week, and he cxhihitecl 
some samples when in town, the speci­
mens being of nice size and fully col­
oured! This is very early for out­
door tonjatoc.s and presagey a heavy
crop this year.”
« «
“The Iclegrapli wires were installed 
in the C. P. R. station on Tuesday, 
blit commercial Inisiiicss will not he 
handled by the local office until an op­
erator arrives, probably about July 1st. 
Meantime, Agent Swerdfager, wlio is 
an operator, will use the line only for 
coiiqiaiiy purposes, as his multifarious 
duties will not permit him to attend 
to general telegraph business.”
I* * *
‘‘It will be learned with regret that 
Mr. W. Beaver Jones handed in his 
resignation as Publicity Commissioner 
and Secretary of the Board of Trade 
at a meeting of the Executive on Mon­
day afternoon. Mr. Jones was act­
ively connected before coming here 
with the pioneers in the development 
of the Calgary oil fields, and was the 
first journalist in Alberta to express 
faith in the discovery of oil in paying 
quantities. He is now returning to 
Calgary to interest himself once more 
in the fields, and the many friends 
whom he has made in Kelowna will 
wish him a bountiful measure of pros­
perity.”
• • « -
A Kelowna cricket eleven defeated 
a White Valley team at Vernon, on
June 19fh, by 113 runs to 55.
* • •  '
A 14-inch wire-covered wooden pipe, 
nearly 1,100 feet long, was put in pô s- 
itibn successfully on June 19th, on the 
floor of Okanagan Lake as an intake 
for the civic water system. A series 
of pontoons had been constructed and 
placed on each side of the pipe, to 
which they were made fast, and the 
whole contrivance was then towed out 
to a position, straight out in front of 
the Power House. The pontoons 
were then anchored and pairs of heav­
ily weighted sacks, connected by cords, 
were hung across the pipe every few 
yards, sinking it down deeper into the 
water. Finally, the far end of the 
pipe was treated similarly. Then the 
water flowed in and finished the work, 
the pipe irapidly sinking under the 
weight of the entering water. The 
depth at the far end, one thousand, 
feet from the end of the City wharf, 
was found to be ninety feet.
The Board of School Trustees ac­
cepted a generous offer from Mr. H. 
B. D. Lysons to supply the necessary 
plants and to put them in the grounds, 
if the Board would prepare the tract 
in front of the new school building, 
which it was proposed to beautify.
OKANAG^ MISSION
There will be a celebration of the 
Holy Communion at St. Andrew’s 
Church next Sunday, July 1st, at 9.45 
a.m. This is a departure from the us­
ual procedure, but, as we had no ser­
vices during June, there will be three 
next month, on the first, second and 
fourth Sundays.
* * *
The Okanagan Mission cricket team 
played their third match of the season 
on Sunday last, when they lost to the 
City by 64 runs. The Mission scored 
32 runs and the City 96.
The breaking-up party for the Junior 
room of the School will be held on 
Thursday, June 28th, while the child­
ren of the Senior room will have their 
treat on Friday,
•  •  *
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Raymer left last 
Saturday on a motor trip to Kamloops. 
They camped for a few days, returning 
home oh “ruesday evening.
W e wish all the best of good to  the 
candidates from the Mission who write 
their entrance examinations this year.
Master “Bud” Robinson was the vic- 
time of a  nasty accident on Friday last, 
when he slipped from a haystack on to 
a  jagged stump, cutting his leg badly 
ju s t below, the knee. He was tqjcen to 
the Kelowna (xenefal Hospital to have 
the cut stitched. He is making good 
progress towards recovery.
Head Trouble
John—^Well, and how’s your wife 
keeping. Pat?
Pat—Oh,; her head’s troubling her
a'.lot. ■
John—^That’s bad. Got neuralgia? 
Pat—No; wants a new hat.
' m
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TO PADDl.E ACROSS ATLANTIC
John Smith in the caiioc in which he hopo.s to paibllc all tlie way from 
Peterborough, t)iit., to Irtterliorough, hlnglaml. Tie will travel down tlic St. 
Lawrence River and the Gulf of St. Lawroiico to St. Johu’.s, Newfoundland, 
ami thciicc attempt the dangerous voyage across tlie ocean. His craft is only 
sixteen feet long.
♦  *
+  SO IL SURVEY AS BASIS *
*  FOR LAND VALUATION *
---------  ♦
♦  By C. C. Kelley. Provincial Soil ♦
+  Survey, Kelowna *l*
4 .
[Correspondence relating to this article 
should be addressed to the writcr.l
Primarily a soil survey is an inveiil- 
bry of soil resources of any particular 
area. It is a fundamental invc.stiga- 
tion of our soil resources bn which all 
sy.stems of agriculture must he bases. 
It corresponds to the work of the Gco- 
logicai Survey, which investigates the 
mineral and oil resources.
The aim or purpose of the soil sur­
vey is to determine the character and 
extent of the various kinds or types of 
soils, knowledge of which will enable 
the Experimental Farms to point the 
way toward a better utilization of the 
land, one of our greatest natural re.s- 
ources, and to lay the foundation for 
further, investigation or research.
It therefore provides a sound basis 
for land values. Purchasers of land
are able to make a more intelligent 
selection. The utilization of land is 
placed on an efficiency basis, and land 
may he devoted to the purpose for 
which it is best suited. Taxation of 
land may he correctly levied, and re­
payment of irrigation charges may be 
made in accordance with iiroductivc 
capacity of the soil. I''arni loans may 
ho granted with greater safety, and 
more private and coriiorate capital, to 
be used for this puriiosc, will again be­
come available.
In any sound system of land classi­
fication for taxation purposes the soil 
should have major consideration along 
with climate, topography, drainage, 
vegetation* and distance from market.
In many cases in the past it has been 
the farmers who were classified for 
taxation purposes instead of the land 
they farmed. Crop yields depend on 
the ability of the farmer as well as up­
on the quality of the soil. Hence a 
farmer should not he penalized by 
higher taxation because his ability to 
produce may be greater than the av­
erage. ■
In attempting to use .the soil survey 
as a basis for taxation purposes, it is 
often difficult to distinguish differen­
ces in agricultural .value and handling
quality between some of our typc.s a.s 
mapped. As a matter of fact some of 
our soil lype.s, while distinctly dilfer- 
ciit ill soil character, arc in many cases 
from a practical standpoint of equal or 
nearly eipial aKricnItiii;il value.
l*’or taxalicm purposes it hccuiiies 
necessary to simplify tlic .soil classi­
fication by grouping the soil types of 
nearly equal agricultural value, and 
point out only major differences in 
local farming conditions. In making 
such a classification it is emphasised 
that a sy-' t̂eni which would work siic- 
ccssfiilly ill one district should not he 
iipiilicd to another without careful ad­
justment of exi.sting differences that 
.arc not comparable. It is ohvion.s that 
the belter lands of a certain local area 
may not be similar in agricultural 
value or adajitioiis with the better 
lands of another area.
'I’hc iirohlem of applying tlic soil 
map will vary with each district. 1ml 
iniint.s of general interest .are listed 
as follows:—
1. Climate: Rainfall and snowfall.
Temperature variation in relation to 
slope, which may lead to fro.st iiockels 
or winter damage to trees. Frost poc­
kets should be studied.
2. Soils: Soil types of nearly equal
agricultural value should be grouped 
according to their natural productiv­
ity, handling, qualities and water rc-
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qnireincnl... The water rcquiremcnt.s 
of each tyiie in e.’ich district should be 
worked out with the co-operation of 
the Dci>artiHcnt (>f Agriculture.
3. Vegetation: The tv|)e of crop
grown on a given tyi>c of soil or group 
of lype.s' is an iniportant factor.
4. Toiwgraphy: Elevation, direc­
tion of sIoi»c, tier cent of sloi>e. Inini- 
inocky, rolling, etc. Districts having 
accurate contour survevs with 20 or 
2S foot inicrv.als will arrive at a salis- 
f.ietory basis of classification much 
more easily' than districts without con­
tour survevs. In districts without 
contour surveys an agreed u|)on to|)o- 
graphical classification would have to 
he arrived at from farm to farm.
5. Drainage: Good or poor drain­
age are imi>ortant considerations not 
to 1)0 overlooked in tlie Okanagan Val­
ley. Poor draimige often leads to tlie 
.iccimiulation of alkali salts, which ev­
entually destroy the iiroduetivity of the 
soil.
6. Dintance from Shipping Points: 
This is .also a iioint to he considered in 
any sy.stcin of taxation.
The soil survey is a fouudatioii for 
any suhsciiuent system of laud clas.si- 
fication. Its aiiplicatioii for taxation 
purposes ami for many scientific uses 
of general value sliould be given care­
ful consideration.
B argain  T rip  to
BANFF and Return
$ 8 . 0 0
From Stations K E L O W N A  to 
W H IT E M A N , inclusive.
FR ID A Y , JU L Y  6 th , 1 9 3 4
Good g-oing on A.M . Steamer, July 6, connecting at Sicam ous 
with train No. 4, July 7. Returning, leave Banff on any train 
up to and including 1.35 a.m. train, W ednesday, July 11.
Children —  H alf Fare.
T ickets good in day coaches only.
N o  b aggage checking priv ileges.
Enjoy a wonderful week-end in the majestic Canadian Rockies.
Ask the Ticket Agent
C a i a a d i a f a  P a c i f i c
\ \
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rDUNftJOl
■ F O R T j
"Should I save ia few cents opw oti tires I don’t know much, 
about? Or sw e  dollars in  die long rim by spending that- 
little extra how, knowing that it wUl bring me the utmost 
dependability the world can produce?’*
The moment you piit these quiestions to yourself, you w ill 
iihderstand why more, and more people are C H A N G IN G  
/o  DUNLOP FORT, ^
They tue changhig because they appreciate its distinction 
and know  DUl^LO P FORT means DEPENDABILITY.
The D j^ L O P  Dealer is established to render you the 
utmost m Persoihftl Service and tire value.
S3$
L a w re n c e  A v e .
THE WORLD’S hN EST
FOR SALE BY
LAD D  G A R A O E, UM ffffED
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D R . J .  W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pcndozi St. & Lawrence Ave.
THE
KELOWNA COURIER
AND
Okanagim Orcbardlst.
Owned and tCditcd bjr 
C:. C. HOSK
DR. M. P. THORPE
Osteopathic Physician 
and Surgeon 
General Practice
Willits Block - - - Phono 62 
Res. phone 235
THURSDAY. JU N E  28th, 1934
i ORCHARD RUN
E. M. CARRUTHERS 
& SON, LTD.
MORTGAGES REAL. ESTATE  
INSURANCE
J O S E P H  R O SSI  
CONTRACTO R  
Plastering and Masonry
Ofhee: - D. Chapman Bam
'Phone 298
VERNON GRANITE AND  
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contrac­
tors. Monuments, Tomb.sfoncs and 
General Cemetery Work. 
Designs and Prices may be obtained 
from Kelowna Furniture Co., 
Local Agents.
2 0 c WILL PAY FOR A W ANT  ADVT, AND WILL BRING  
POSITIVE RESULTS.
NO PROSPERITY 
UNLESS SYSTEM 
IS CHANGED
(Continued from Page 1)
politics, said the speaker. He could tell | 
a glowing story of the wheat growing 
wonderfully in northwestern Saskatche­
wan, where they were not afraid of 
grasshoppers hut “pricehoppers.” On I There have been cases in Kelowna 
the other hand, H arold W inch, w ho | where people have come safely out of 
visited southern Saskatchewan, found
ALL SHOULD BE 
[ABLE TO SWIM
The Kelowna Aipiatic Association 
has (lone splendid and invalnahle work 
during its twenty-five years of activity 
in fostering knowledge and love of 
Kwiiimiing, hut its efforts have not re 
ceived such wide and general pul)lic 
snjjport as they deserve. Repeatedly 
'File Courier has urged that every 
school child should have swimming in 
eluded as j)art of its physical training 
hut jiarents and the school uutlu^rities 
have not evoked any defined policy in 
that regard. It has remained for the 
newly formed Kelowna Swimming 
Club to lead the way to a wider ap- 
lireciation of the absolute necessity for 
training in the art of swiniining, and it 
is highly creditable to this youngest ol' 
local organizations that its first great 
effort is directed to imi'icss upon al 
concerned the importance of teaching 
the little ones while they are at the 
iniprcssionahlc age how to handle 
themselves in the water.
It is pitiful how many valuable lives 
are lost annually through lack of the 
knowledge and confidence that a few 
lessons would impart, for .the majority 
of drowniiigs are due to excitement 
and loss' of control. It takes hut little 
tuition to establish confidence, which is 
the secret of saving life in the majority 
of cases. When a canoe capsizes, the 
non-swimmer loses his head, shrieks 
wildly, throws up his arms and down 
he goes, or perhaps he grabs round the 
neck some gallant rescuer and drowns 
him too. The swimmer, on the other 
hand, looks upon the misadventure as 
a joke. If near shore, he strikes out 
for it with confidence, hut, if far out 
or the water is too cold, he keeps his 
head and clings to his overturned craft 
until succour arrives.
It is surprising how little de.xterity is 
needed in keeping afloat, provided the 
victim of an unintentional plunge into 
the water does not vield to excitement.
a  burnt up, barren waste. Was it any 
wonder that so many different stories 
concerning Russia were heard when 
tw o people could visit one province in 
Canada and get two different pictures? 
However, the people in ^he south might 
be better off as they would not have to 
harvest and would not be hounded by 
collectors! In the north, they had 
drought, rust, etc., to contend with, but 
they were pfestered more with collec­
tors. The prevailing price for wheat 
was 63 or 65 cents a bushel, but most 
of the grain was in the elevators. Pro­
bably 43 cents was^nearer what they 
would get, yet the cost o f , production 
was 55 or 65 cents. There would be no 
harvesters’ excursion when this year’s 
crop was ready as the one-man com­
bine surplanted manual labour. One 
maii; could cut and thresh 480 bushels 
of wheat in an afternoon.
An ■ authority said that Canada 
might as well forget this year’s crop 
as, .;iwith the elevators full, the 1933 
crop: might not be disposed of. The 
price would collapse, and when the 
wheat was ready for the elevators the 
farmers might get 30 or 40 cents. The 
prairie farmers had done their work 
faithfully and had not fallen down; 
they could produce a lot more in the 
yearns to come if the product of their 
soil .could be sold. Some of them point­
ed put to Dr. Telford that Okanagan 
fruit was rotting on the ground when 
they were hungry for it, but the speak­
e r denied this—he said it was the cus­
tom 'in  the Qkanagan, where the peo­
ple Were very sanitary, to wrap the 
fruit, and pack it and then dump it in 
the lake.
Present System Doomed To Collapse 
Urging his hearers to read Stewart 
Chase’s book, •. “Economy of Abund­
ance,’’ Dr. Telford said that this wri­
ter showed that, if the average farmer 
was as economical and efficient as 
the best farmers, they could; produce 
on 47,000,000 acres more than on 241,- 
000,000 acres , today. Any one who 
thought there was an unemployment 
problem today should pause to think 
how thiis problem, which was growing 
rapidly, w as to be solved in a 'fe w  
• years. The whole system was going to 
collapse.'W ith an abundance of things 
on every hand, the people of Canada 
would h'aveyo govern themselves ac­
cordingly whether they liked it or not. 
They would have to change their poli­
tical and economic rule to make it con­
form to fact and realitj^ Prosperity 
could not return under the present sys­
tem. Much talked about leisure was 
coming ail right, but it would be forc­
ed on many in the form of unemploy­
ment unless intelligent, action Avas tak-
such a predicament who could not 
swim a stroke. They knew enough to 
turn over on their back so as to keep 
their face uppermost and to paddle 
gently with their hands, which was all 
thkt was needed to keep them oh top 
until rescued. As the average person 
is not so cool in danger, however, it is 
I better that self-control should be sup- 
I plemented with actual knowledge and 
experience of swimming, so as to gain 
the confidence that is so essential.
Little children .take , naturally to 
swimming just as they do to walking. 
Indeed, there is no reason why it 
should be any more difficult to learn to 
swim than to  walk. Parents owe it as 
a duty to their little ones to see that 
they, receive swimming instruction as 
early as possible, as it may mean a 
matter of life or death, and they should 
co-operate wholeheartedly with the 
Kelowna Swimming . Club in their 
campaign this week.
WESTBAM
The Rev. Mr. Roland, who wad thej
here
*• By R. M. K.
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A COLUMNIST’S REFLECTIONS
While wc are youiiKcr iit years than 
iiio-st of the sages, real ami so-called, 
who direct a eolnum of words at a pat­
ient inihlic in tin- weekly j-ress of Urit- 
isli Culinnhia, we arc almost senile as 
far a.s the age of the eoliiinn itself is 
(uncenicd. We have watched (|uito 
few come ami go diiriiig our three and 
a quarter years on the wordy sea of 
cuhnnnitig, but we have always inan- 
aged, with few exceptions, to keep the 
mast head in place on this page. Some­
times wc have had to sweat blood to 
«Io it, but even on our holidays wc 
have succeeded—albeit feebly—iti ap­
pearing here on Thursday.s* We have 
written good stuff and terribly had 
stuff, and when we know it is partic­
ularly had we suffer alcnig with our 
readers.
How can wc consider ourselves old 
al three and a (|uartcr years, yon may 
ask. Well, when wo look over not a 
few of the 13. C. weeklies—those that 
have weathered tlic storm of depres­
sion—we find that' many of the col­
umns of current comment, most of 
which take things more seriously than 
docs this erratic space, are our junior. 
Coluipning—I am referring particul- 
arl.v t() the weeklies—is a comparatively 
new departure in the editorial field. 
Perhaps it has more of a relationship to 
etters to the editor than to the editor­
ial columns of the paper in which it 
appears. While, in most cases, col-, 
limning is done by a member of the 
staff, it by no means reflects the edit 
orial opinion of the newspaper. So 
ong as the writer keeps within the law 
of libel and docs not get too cocky, he 
can express hi's own opinions freely.
Often, of course, he doesn’t, and we 
lave been criticized for not slamming 
this or that in print when we have in 
cautiously uttered verbal disapproval 
But years in the newspaper game has 
its lessons, one of which is that fool­
ishly fearless criticism savours nothing 
of heroics other than to readers who 
are as foolish as the writer. It is 
easier to criticize than to commend 
and for that reason too many who 
break into print take the line of least 
resistance. Encouragement is better 
than destructive .criticism. No man 
should kick a dog on the rump without 
trying to make the animal understand 
why it was kicked and what to do, or 
not to do, to avoid another kick. I t is 
easy to say that' so and so’s method’s 
are haywire, not so easy to offer prac 
tical remedial measures that will be ac­
cepted in a kindly spirit.
This old world needs some one to 
encourage it, to make it laugh. There 
is never a shortage of tears.
DOC TELFORD COMES BACK
This follows the splurge you have 
just read in case you have got the 
general idea that we are getting soft. 
Perish the thought, brother^—we have 
a lot of kick left in our system.
> Not that we- intend to kick out at 
Doc Telford, who visited us last week.
B,y a peculiar coincidence, I reported 
the Doc for the first time on Friday.
The last time he was here Premier 
Duff spoke on the same hight and 
was assigned to cover the Liberal
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PADRE HOLMES 
VISITS TOC H 
BRANCH HEREI
(Continued from page 1)
to order uiul, in hinuorous vein, made 
his in,trodiictory reniarkH. He briefly 
outlined the activitie.s of the Branch 
since il.s formation a.s a Groiq) in 1928, 
and then called on various men to give 
a brief aci'ount of their stewardship. 
All of these aeeonnfs were given, not 
in any spirit of hoaslfnlness, hut that 
Padre Holmes might have a mental 
|)icturc of the work being carried out 
by the Branch.
L. J. Kelly, still affectionately known 
a.s “the hone man’’ due to his running 
the soup kitchen, modestly di.sclainicd 
all credit to himself in (hat connection, 
hut handed the honour and glory to 
Joe Barnes, who, according to Lurry, 
had done all the work in the issuing 
of some 10,000 portions of soup and 200 
gallons of milk each winter. The im­
pression gathered was that they made 
in excellent team.
H. A. Willis followed with a resume 
of Toe M relief work, and went hack 
to the famous meeting which resulted 
in the formation of the Kelowna Vol­
unteer Relief Committee.
Bill Bredin, with his usual modesty.
FUMERTON’S^SALE
STARTS
he without Doc Telford and Gerry 
McGeer? A tame affair, indeed.
m m m
GIT ALONG, LITTLE DOGGIE
A correspondent complains that the 
number of “yapping, snapping dogs in 
town compel the butcher and the baker 
to back out from their daily calls, and 
annoy the neighbourhood with their 
noise.’’
In the sector in which I take my 
beauty sleep I am not much worried 
by these animals—an occasional cat or 
two on the back fence riles me more. 
But the lady registering the complaint 
has a just grievance. It may be true 
that barking dogs don’t bite, but that 
is poor consolation. If a bite would 
keep them quiet, then it might be a 
good idea if they took the bite. You 
can readily see that I am not a butcher 
or baker!
However, if Kelowna dogs are not 
kept under better control in future 
there is likely to be a lot of very dead 
puppies in these parts. For instance, 
warning ad. in this issue threatens 
sudden death for those canines that 
have been killing Hugh Turner’s tur­
key’s. And it is within the' bounds of 
possibility that some people may get 
Ihe idea that killing sleep and peace of 
uiind is not a lesser offence!
*■
T H E  DOC GETS PAID
Friday Morning, June 2.9th
SEE OUR W IN D O W S FO R  PRICES
W H E R E  CASH  
B E A T S  C R E D IT F U M E R T O N ’ S w h e r e  CA SH  B E A T S C R E D IT
gave an account of the various plays 
which had hcen produced by him and 
which were sponsored by Toe H for 
cliaritahle jiurposcs. Following him 
came Roy Pollard, on the softball team 
of the Boys’ Club, which had been 
brought to the top of the league from 
very raw and unpromising material. 
Lee Wcstoi), who had also helped the 
hoys in athletics, particularly boxing, 
next spoke on work done for the Pre­
ventorium, and, incidentally, made an 
appeal for vegetables for this excellent 
institution. -
Joe Barnes next reported on the 
Boys’ Club, stating that there had 
been an average attendance of thirty 
boys each night. He remarked on the 
fine type of boy who came to the club. 
John Ablett, familiarly known as “A- 
bie,” endorsed this last remark of Joe’s 
and spoke at length on work done and 
still to be done amongst the boys.
Padre Holmes here offered the sug­
gestion that the boys might appreciate 
their club more if there was a small 
subscription of even as low a sum as
FOR TRADE
O W N E R  of nice five room modern Bungalow  w ill trade 
for good m ixed farm. This property is kept in the best 
of condition and priced very reasonable.
FOR SALE
15 AC R E O R C H A R D  in good district. H eavy  crop. 
Good variety of apples. X real snap for cash.
McTAVKH & WHILUS, LIMITED
R E A L  E S T A T E  - - - . . .  IN S U R A N C E
one cent per week. ’He said that there 
were boys’ clubs in the north of Eng­
land which had flourished when they 
adopted this idea. The Padre then 
thanked the speakers for their help and 
proceeded to give a brief report of his 
tour, bringing messages from Branches 
and Groups all along his route.
As an explanation of his presence 
here, he said that the Old Country had 
become “overseas minded,” ; and had 
sent him to Eastern Canada to organ­
ize Toe H there. Now they wanted to . , . . .
organize the west, so he had been sent 1 assured h,m that they were
to look into this. H e ^ av e  a touching Try To come «p to the high
It is related that, in the early days, I account of the self-denial of men and ^  e a s e t t  em.
doctor was in the old Lakeview M^oys England in the poorer districts
a body of men throughout Canatja who 
would be prepared to do any job just 
for the sake of doing it. Toe H was 
out to create a spirit and not a huge or­
ganization—was a power house to help; 
existing organizations rather than to 
start new ones.
Prolonged applause followed This 
stirring address, and the Padre was 
then bombarded with many questions
Mr. Joseph Ball made a delightful 
speech, thanking the Padre for all he 
had told them and, incidentally, re- 
i^arking that he had known Padre 
Holmes since the day he was born.
O. L. Jones then added words of 
* thanks to the Padre for his helpful ad-
rlotel chatting with the boys. A man I in order to send funds to help on the 
came in ,, tapped him on the shoulder work in Eastern Canada. He quoted
CULTIVATION OF
Kclter, a professional tennis 
coach from the Coast, has been in the 
Valley for several weeks giving les­
sons and since last Thursday has been 
engaged a good part of his time with 
the Centre Club. In this manner and 
with the semi-finals, and on Tuesday 
evening the finalis for the Rainbbw Cup, 
the members have been a busy bunch.
The Rainbow Cup, a handsome tro­
phy, was won by Mrs. Gibson and T . 
Collinspn from Miss (jiibson and F. R. 
Wentworth, and tvill be held by them 
for a year when they will agtain play to­
gether to hold it, this-being a new rul­
ing made at the annual meeting in 
March.
 ̂ ®*^d3 r̂s. N. H. Caesar return^
ART IN  ALBERTA Thursday last from a motor trip to
Nelson, where They were the guests o f
and said, “Say, Doc, how much money many cases of self-denial, and amongst Mr. E. D. Garner Suggests Exchange Mr. and Mrs. Applethwaite. 
do I owe you?” them was that of Harry Hutchinson, Of Pmntirigs Between Provinces
Presbyterian minister ^cre I meeting. On another occasion, the
years ago, visited Mr. and Mrs. I. L. , . , . , A • . t iHowlett last week. boss also reported, our friend Lyle, so
♦ ♦ ♦ I it was not until last week that I got a
Dr. Hudson has arrived by car close-up of him. 
from Manitoba and is visiting Mr. and I must confess that Telford didn’t 
Mrs. T. B. Reece. I iihpress me as being the fiery radical
r had expected to see and hear. Per-4> ' * ' *Mr. Bob Springer has come from i. .,, . j o i . i
Vancouver again to spend his holidays Ontario and Saskatchewan
elections had .a subduing effect, or 
maybe the Doc wasn’t up to pre-elec- 
Dr. Hudson, and Mr. F. E. Jones, who I tion form, but Gerry McGeer attacking 
had been visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. K. jth e  C.C.F. looked more like a red to 
Ma<:kay, have left for the Coast. me than Lyle Telford attacking Gerry
•  ♦ * -I McGeer-and bold, bad Liberalism.
Miss Jessica Paynter returned home 1 'However, the Doc seems to have a
on Tuesday-from a three months’ visit j lot of fight left in his system, and he
to Duncan, Vancouver Island.
* * * I whether you agree with him or not. I
The monthly meeting of the Wo- hope the Doc comes back with all the
men’s Institute took place in the Hall bid fire in the next federal contest and 
on Tuesday, afternocin, with the Prerid-j that some one will arrange to get him 
ent, Mrs. W. J, Stevens, in the chair j and Gerry together on a local plat- 
and about tvVenty members and visitors | form.
The doctor dug in his pocket and 
brought forth a little notebook. He 
opened it and scanned a page with his 
pehcil. Then placing the book down, 
he turned and said: “You owe me
$34.50.”
“Is that all?” was the question.
“Yes,” replied The medico, “just 
$34.50.”
The man produced the money and 
the doctor scribbled something on his 
book as if cancelKhg the account, and 
the man departed happy. -After he had 
left the room, the doctor turned to one 
of the boys with the question:
“Say, who was that chap, anyway?”
SUNDAY EVENING
ORGAN RECITAL
were present.
Mrs. Twiname, of Peachland, who is | 
known as a good scope maker, held a 
short cooking class on that subject; 
A display of garden flowers and roses 
was also held. . Mrs. I^aynter won the] 
prize for flowers and Mrs. J. U. Gel- 
latly for roses. Mrs. Stevens made the i 
very nice flower pots which were the 
prizes. The flowers were sold in aid | 
of the Preventorium.
For the first three Sundays in July, 
the organist of First United Church, 
Mr; Cyril Mossop, will give brief or­
gan recitals'from 7 to 7.30, just preced­
ing the evening service. He will be
has the gift of speaking entertainingly j play request numbers during
the half-hobr.
Amongst other nunibers for Sunday 
evening he has chosen Toccata in D 
Minor (Bach), “Solvejg’s Song” 
(Grieg),‘“Only the Diesolate” (Tschai- 
kovski), “The Question” (Wolsten- 
hormet).W hat would an election campaign
who works full time for Toe H in Tor-. *A recent visitor to the city was Mr. 
on o for nothing. j E. D. Garner, Art Supervisor, Univer-
England, he said, was paying for this j sity of Alberta, who gave a short talk 
trip of his, and he felt that Canada members of the Rotary Club bn the
would want to sHoiilder these financial *̂ î, J XT- • . TT ^  is seeking to interest its people in art.burdens. His vision was “Toe H, Can- i.r_ t, i, ^   ̂ «i j, „ . . /  Mr. Garner, who has travelled a
ada, with each district having its own great deal on sketching and hiking
committee, in which case the Okana- tours in different parts of the world, 
gan would b e 'a  district. Another -vis-1 Ukanagan as being one
t,„ u J u J- J - 2.1. of the most glorious places he had ever
°  L visited. He was very W  to leave The.
tion, What, has Toe H to offer Can- valley, having had no idea that there 
ada?” He tried^ to give a picture of j was such a beautiful place so close to
the answer. Toe H came into being to ..  ̂ j . ",>,i t  u J • stating that his work was to encour-fill the needs of man as shown during age the appreciation of art in homes
the Great W ar by the men in France, and in business life, he declared that 
'who went to their padre and asked fori (he older one got the more one felt 
something to fill their needs, and Toe th^need of the cultural side.
H was the result; He spoke feelingly *• years a ^ ,  he said, a founda-
£ 2.1. TT If . 3  tion had given the province of Alberta
of the Old House at Poperinghe, of the sum o f  $30,000, which was to be
the re-forming of Talbot House, of the spent on. art, music and the drama. It
gallant attempts at the impossible as, Tound that this sum was too
*1_J- ' • • T J small to. enable them to accomplisho instance, the discussion in London ygj.y However, work was corn-
regarding the purchase of a large club nienced by sending orchestras to  small 
house for Toe H quarters when they centres in order to i>rovide good musid,
had not enciugh cash to buy stam ps! these places so' seldom had the chance of hearing. 
While this'was.very much appreciated, 
it proved to  be too cbstly to continue. 
Following this, a course in drama, 
which w?is now given at Banff every 
year;Tpas coriimenced, and so great had 
been the interest in this that this year 
there were 700 enrolments for the
An excellent crop of cherries has 
been moving out the past week and 
will be finished by the week-end.
Eastern Canada, he said, was trying 
to .bring all denominations and nation­
alities into the farhily with a view to 
their forgetting their -differences. He 
pointed out that Tbc H was a Christian 
family which would admit non-Chris­
tians. He stressed The importance of course, the fee for which was only $1,
all men being public-spirited, and im- Another .branch, of the work was the . , at VI till of exhibition of paintings
pressed upon his hearers the need for to small' towns where the inhabitants
had little chance of viewing such works 
of art.. They found that in these small 
centres there were numbers of cultured 
people who were being denied the finer 
things of life. The exhibition of paint­
ings attracted hundreds of people w h» 
marvelled at the scenes of the Alberta 
prairies and the Rocky /Mountains;
The speaker urged that ehcourage- 
giv^n to the several artists in 
the Okanagan Valley. He said that he 
was amazed at the amount of talent 
That was here, and that every oppor­
tunity should be given to enable it To 
develop.
Looking at the walls of the Royal 
Anne Hotel dining, room in which he 
was speaking, Mr. Garner said: “Even 
you here have views of our Alberta 
scenery, and tlney are to be found 
wherever you go. Why don’t vou send 
us views of your wonderful scenery? 
SendThem to other people too, so that 
every one may learn -something of 
British Columbia and the Okanagan 
Valley. I would suggest that you send 
us a group of fifty. or one hundr^ 
paintings that we can show to our peo­
ple. I have seen some wonderful work 
in homes in Oyama, Vernon, Okana­
gan Centre and Kelowna. Why not 
organize an exhibit of paintings of the 
valley and send them to us to display?** 
In conclusion, the speaker stated that 
they were now collecting groups of 
paintings of many provinces, and in re­
turn were sending groups of Alberta 
paintings.
FRUIT CROP ^IMATES,
HORTICU LTURA L BRANCH, D EPA RTM EN T O F AG RICU LTU RE
OKANAGAN HORTICULTURAL DlSTRia (BOXES AND CRATES)
Steal a man’s hiirse and thev’H 
bang you......Steal his car and you’ll
go to jail.....B u t. steal his wife and
everybody thinks it’s -a  joke.
sold, dividends would cease to  come 
in. M ass. consiimptibh would haive lb 
,be.gphc after. \.'-
A fter referring to-public debts,'the 
en. Not only -the working classes but speaker quoted'Howard ScoR as say- 
those : V(fho lived on their dividends ' ing that there was ‘̂no more chance of 
would , he affected, as dividends caine. paying these debts than a'celluloid-dog 
from industry. If goods could not be j (Continued oh Page S)
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1934
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1934
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1934
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1933 I 19?4 
Crop Est.
Lytton-Chase ................ ............. ......... .
Sorrento-Salmon Arm .....y........ ..........
Armstrong ....... .............. ............. ..... .
Vernon .... ...... ........ ............... ...................
Okanagan Centre-Winfield ......... .
Oyama ............................................... i......
Kelowna ...... ....................
Westbank ..... .............................. .............
Peachland ......................... .... ....... ...........
Summerland ....... ...... .............................
Naramata ..................... .—...... ......... .
Penticton ...... ..... .............. ............. ...........
Kaleden .....................................................
Oliver ............. ......... ...............
Osoyoos ................. .......................;........... .
Kcremeos ‘....... ............... ...... ............ .......
77,516 
161,938 
19,141 
797,269 
' 272,272 
178;148 
1,212,865 
91,099 
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' 71.483 
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19,200.
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478.500 
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69,500
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109,000
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4,354 
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1,116 
1,894 
131 
47 
252, 
252
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1,200
48.500
14.000 
2,800
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3.000 
2,700
10.000 .
1.000
1.500 
, 125
• SO 
250 
200
3,414 
3,451 
459 
8,220 
7,863 
' 2,742 
55,162 
5,495 
4,655 
- 35,244 
11,811 
67,916 
1,870 
14,721 
1,975 
6,944
2,700
3.500 . 
350 ^
6,300
7.000
2.500
40.000
5.000 
4,200
. 27,000
9.000
50.000
2.000 
' 12,000.
' 2,300 
5,000,
SO 
.779 
612 
10,546 
967 
1,100 
14,100 
3.877 
2,070 
9,636- 
2,731 
■ 13,939 
254 
826 
5 
510
125
1,500
850
12.500 
\ 1,100 
\ 2,800
20,000 
. 3,500
3.000
14.000
3.500
10.000 
.150
1.000 
s ,
500
SO 
2,042 
90S 
49,023 
10,835 
1,694 
47,707 
3,565 
2,828 
12,277 
1,598 
16,509 
> 2,745 
6,005 
142 
1,116
125
. 2,200 
1,850
70.000 
. 17,500
3.500 ,
51.000
3.500 . . 
3,000
12.000 
1,700
15,000
2.500 
3,500. 
.150
4,337,662 4.364,875 131,258 123,675 231,942 178.850 . 62,002 74,530 159.041  ̂ ‘188,525
1933 figures include 
shipments, bulk and 
manufactured by­
products.
>
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PA G E R IV E
WANT ADVTS.
SpaxUI TcittW Vor C«»li
T>u cents per line ol l'v« woids or Ic»», c»ch iiiiirrtion. Aliiiiniiiiu cliurirc, twenty cwtts.
I( onirred on credit or liy idione, (iitcen cent* 
iier line of live wprda or Ic»», each Inaertlcwt
Ml ■ — “..linimnm charBC, thirty cent*
*lTie dilletence in rates is necessary, as the cc»t 
oi IrookiiiK and coIlcctiiiK lor these small ad­
vertisements is quite out of proportion to 
their amount.
Net resi.onsibility accepted for errors in adyert- 
isements received by telephone.
FOR SALE—Miaceilancoua
HUY your old newspapers now; on 
sale at The Courier Office. Ten 
Mrotimls for 25c. Useful in many ways.
44-tfc
FOR SALE—Counter sales check 
hooks, carbon back (blank name), 
tell cents each; three for 25c. Courier 
'Office. 32-tfc
PR IN T ED  SIGN CARDS, “For 
Sale" or “For Rent," on extra heavy 
white card, on sale at The Courier Of­
fice, Courier Block, W ater Street, 
phone 96. _______________
H E L P  W A NTED
T H E  CROWN L IF E  Insurance Com­
pany requires representative for Ok­
anagan Valley. Apply, statipg age, ex- 
■ ])criencc, if any, to 822 Rogers Bldg., 
Vancouver, B. C. . ' 46-2c
W ANTED—Miscellaneowti
W E  BUY, sell or exchange household 
goods of cverv description. Call and 
sec us. JON ES ■& TEM PEST. 49-tfc
T O  R EN T
SE L E C T  CAMPING SITE  with sinaU 
house, shade trees wonderful bathing, 
Okanagan Mission. Reasonable rental 
for July, August and September. P.O. 
Box 272. 47-1c
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Filterii ccntu per Hue, each inaertiun; mln- liimm charur, JIO cenla. Count live worda 
to line K»cb Initial and (pmup uf not 
mote than live ligurca counta aa a word, 
ijlick'faco type, like thia: SO centa per line.
KICLOWNA riCNNlS WlCEK. 
Mniuliiy, Jtily 9th, to Saturday, July 14.
47-lcNi
ANNUAL T E N N IS DANCE—Fri- 
(laj, July 1.3th, at 9..30 p.iii. Music I>y 
(■ummamlcrs Orclicslr.t. 47-lc
* a a
Dr. Malhison, dcnti.st, Willits' Block, 
tclt|)hoiic 89. 49-tfc
CARD O f  THANKS
Mrs. J. II. Talbot .ind f.tinily desire 
to lli.'iiilt all tlicir many kind friends for 
tlicir sympathy and flowers given in 
tlicir recent hcrc.'tvcmciit. 47-Ip
B IR TH
VOW Lb'S—At Kclowii.'i (icncr.il
Hospital, till June 26th, to Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Vowics (ncc ICthcl Flintoft) 
a (liiitglilcr, Beverly Atm. 47-l)>
N O TIC E
Kcc|) your dogs :tway from the 
iiorlli cud of b'llis Street. I have li>st 
20 turkeys tliis week and 40 in all 
since tlie first of May l>y tiogs, and as 
;i result wjll shoot any dog seen ch.'is- 
iiig them.
47-l|) HUGH 'rURNICR.
The Kelowna Creamery is again in 
operation iff its former (|uarters, temp­
orary repairs having lieen effected since 
the fire on June 5th.
Guests at tlic Willow Inn this week 
incliicle Miss Bostock, of Monte Creek; 
Messrs. J. .'iiid S. Stringer, of Calgary: 
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Stinysson, of Bel­
lingham, Wash.; Mr. W. T. Kidney, of 
Calvary: Mr. .A. L. Taylor, of Victoria.
A PICNIC EVERY DAY
— W IT H  —
SUTHERLAND’S
BREAD & ROLLS
Cut the slices thick—pile them up 
with butter, or honey, or jam. 
How the youngsters thrive on it, 
and enjoy it!
Only the purest of ingredients go 
into SU TH ERLA N D ’S H O M E 
BREAD.
L IM IT E D
Pl|one 121 for OUT delivery to caO.
Nomination of a candidate to contest 
Yale riding in the next federal election 
was deferred at tlie b'cderal Campaign 
Conference of C. C. I', clubs in Yale 
held in Penticton on Saturday, when 
nineteen clubs w,erc represented. The 
C.C.F. candidate will be chosen at a 
later date.
Charged with driving to the common 
danger as a result of knocking down 
a gas pump at Johnston’s garage on 
the Vernon Road, a district motorist 
was arraigned in Police Court on Tues­
day, when he was fined $15 and $L7S 
costs. He was also fined $5 for not 
having a driver’s licence.
General Electric are opening a new 
show room in Mr. C. W. Cope’s store 
on Saturday. A complete line of Gen­
eral Electric household appliances will 
be displayed in the new retail depart­
ment, which will be managed by Mr. L. 
M. McKinnon, long associated with 
refrigeration in the Interior, assisted 
by Mr. C. W. Knowles, who has been 
selling G. E. products in 'the valley for 
several vears.
LOCAL & PERSONAL
Kelowna schools dose tomorrow 
(l•‘ri<lay) for the smmncr holidays.
Mr. ami Mrs. <). b". Kline, of Seat­
tle, are registered at the Mayfair Hotel.
and Mrs. C. U. Bull left tin’s 
week on ;i moli>r trip to V’anconver 
Island. '
Mr. and Mrs. y\lden (';unpbell (irant, 
of San Jos«‘, Cal., are guests of the 
Mavf.iir Hotel.
Mrs. B. Lowery, of Nelson, is visit­
ing Mr. ami Mrs. H. W. Arbnekle, 
Abbott Street.
Mrs. C. H. Jackson has left by Can­
adian National for \)^ictoria ami Van- 
eon ver, wlier<‘ slie will visit relatives.
Miss Mary Walladi returned on 
Snnd.iy by Kettle Valley railw.iy from 
Coast cities, where slie spent a Iioliday.
'r\velve c.-irs of fruit ami vegetables 
were shipped out of Kelowna last week, 
indicating that the movement, of pro­
duce is rapidly increasing.
Mr. and Mrs. K. McCreery. of l.o.s 
Angeles, Cal., accompanied by Mr. 
Arthur ( )nslcy, of Spokane, Wash., are 
guests of the Mayfair Hotel,
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Chapin and Mr. 
and Mrs. H. B. Everard returned on 
Monday from a motor trip to the 
Coast, where they spent a holiday.
Mr. W. M. McClellan, auditor for 
the Workmen’s Compen.sation Board, 
is paying bis annual visit to Kelowna 
and is registered at the Royal Anne 
Hotel.
Mrs. H. V. Craig left on Sunday 
for the Coast. She will visit friends at 
V'^anconver, Victoria and Qnalicnm 
Bay, returning to Kelowna about the 
end of July.
Mrs. R. H. Gibson has received word 
of the sudden death of her sister. Miss 
Dorothy Mattfiews, of Montreal, who 
leaves to mourn hdr loss another sister 
in Montreal. Mrs. T. C. Darling.
Alessrs. O. France, George Wilson, 
S. E. Smith, R. Bruce Deans, C. E, 
Cang?bell, Terry Bennett, Mrs. France 
and Miss Joyce Smith played a friendly 
match with the Vernon City Tennis 
Club on Sunday.
GORDON CAM PBELL
VALLEY PREV EN TO RIU M
I A PR IC O T  G R O W ER S A N D  C A N N E R S
I Will buy apricot and Other fruit 
f stones. W rite for information. State 
quantities available.
PA C IFIC  COAST EX PO R TER S 
Box 524 New W estminster, ^.C.
47-lc
NOW IS THE TIME
TO
PICKLE WALNUTS
There is no pickle so easily made 
or can be* used in so many ways. 
I have a limited quantity of nuts 
for sale at 15c per pound; recipe 
furnished.
F. R. E. D E H A R T  47-lp
N O TIC E TO  CRED ITO RS
A LBERT H EN R Y  BADLEY, 
Deceasefl
N O TIC E IS H ER EB Y  GIVEN that 
all persons having claims against the 
Estate of Albert Henry Badley late of 
■̂ the City of Kelowna, British Columbia, 
who died on the l lfh  day of February, 
1934, are required on or before the 1st 
‘day of August, 1934, to  deliver or send 
by prepaid letter full particulars of 
'their claims duly verified to Okanagan 
Loan & Investment T rust Company, 
.Executor of the- said Estate, Bernard 
Avenue, Kelowua. B. -O.
AND T A K P ’̂ ^O T IC E  that after 
the said of August, 1934, the
■executor will* distribute the
esta te  among the persons entitled there- 
t o  having regard only 'to  the claims of 
^vhich it shall then have had notice.
Dated at Kelowna, B . C., this 8th 
iday of June, 1934. '  -
H ER B ER T V. CRAIG, 
Solicitor for Okanag;an Loan & 
Investment Trust Company; 
45-Sc , Kelowna, Bl C.
Most U rgent Need At Present Is. 
Vegetables
(Contributed)
At present the most pressiiig need 
of the Preventorium is vegetables. We 
issue an urgeilt appeal'to country dwel­
lers to make an effort to bring in a few 
vegetables of any description.
We wish to thank the following for 
kind/donations: Gordon’s Grocery,
$5.09; Mr. Macfarlane, rhubarb and let­
tuce; Mr. Thompson, peas, cherries, 
carrots and spinach; Mrs. Mugford, 4 
lbs. butter; Mr. Lee Weston, candy; 
Mrs. Wilson, jar of fruit; Mrs. Hay- 
hian, 2 qts. jam and wool comforter: 
Anonymous, shoes and clothing; Mrs. 
A. Croft, oranges; Mrs. N. B. Lloyd, 
vegetables and candy; Mrs. Haverfield, 
crate of strawberries; No Name, flow­
ers and plant; Miss Alice Lassako- 
vitch, cherries and beets; Mrs. Fisher, 
peas; Mrs. M. Ramponi; (jarrots: Mrs. 
Chamberlain, vegetables; Miss Cham­
berlain, roses; Miss Taylor, cabbages; 
Mr. D. G. Stiell, potatoes; Arthur 
Rogers, candy; Mrs. Pease, flowers; 
Mr. Bubb, cherries; Mrs. Stubbs, 2 
doz. eggs. -
B EN N ETT AND M EIG H EN
AT LOGGERHEADS
. O T T .\W ‘.A June 28.—Premier Ben­
nett and Rt. Hon. Arthur Meighen. 
Conservative leader in the Senate atid 
former Premier, are 'd t loggerheads 
today over amendments to the Excise 
Bill. The Senate leader insisted upon 
th e ' amendments made by the Upper 
House, but'the Premier refused to ae- 
cept them; They^ finally agreed to disa­
gree and decided on a conference of 
senators and mem bers'to iron out the 
■difficulties.
BENVOUUN
Miss Audrey Chamberlain gave a 
very nice afternoon tea at her home on 
Tuesday in honour of Miss Lillian 
Hunt. A most enjoyable time . was
spent by those present.
Mr. Chamberlain and his three bovs, 
Fred, George, and Charlie, went on 
a fishing trip to the Bclgp dam. re
turning home on Wednesday.
........... '
The school children had a very en­
joyable time on Monday, when they 
went on a picnic down to'Cedar Creek
A weiner roast was held on Friday 
night down at the lake in honour of 
Mr. Gleave, who is going away on Ins 
holidays. Except for the fact that it 
was a windy night, it turned out sue- 
i cessfully.
Mr. and Mrs. Hargreaves left on 
Wednesday for their home in Calgary, 
after spending their holidays- in this 
district. >
Ensign D. Hammond, of the Salva­
tion 'Army, left on Monday for Chilli­
wack. to which point he has been trans­
ferred, He will be succeeded here by 
Ensign G. Tanner,'of Edmonton, who 
is expected to arrive in the city today.
Provincial Constable W. J. Butler 
and Mrs. Butler left last week on a 
motor trip to points in California, 
where they will spend a holiday. In 
the absence of the officer, Constable 
Len Backler is looking after district
NO PR O SPER ITY  UNLESS
SYSTEM  IS CHANGED
Continued from page 4
jiolicing.
The first of the early apples wore 
shipped from the south at the latter 
part of last week, when a small lot of 
Early Trainsparents left th e , valley. 
Small quantities are moving this week, 
and some are now ready for picking in 
the Kelowna district.
At the sixteenth annual convocation 
of the Grand Chapter of Royal Arch 
Masons of British Columbia, held in 
the Masonic Temple, Seymour Street, 
Vancouver, last week, Mr. A. M. Man- 
son, K.C., was elected Grand Z and 
Mayor W . R. Trench, of Kelowna, 
Grand' H.
In honour of Miss Constance Wil­
son, of the Kelowna schools staff, 
whose marriage to Mr. R. Sigrist takes 
place in the Catholic Church on Sat­
urday morning, a shower was given on 
the lawn at the home of Mrs. H. W. 
Arbuckle, Abbott Street, on Tuesday 
afternoon, when about seventy peojple 
attended.
Mr. J. H. Kitson, accompanied by 
his son, left on Tuesday by Canadian 
National for Victoria, following news 
of the death on Monday of his mother, 
Mrs. Catherine Kitson, who passed 
away in Duncan at the age of 86 years. 
The late Mrs. Kitson was well known 
in Kelowna, and news of her death will 
be learned with regret by her many 
friends.,
Col. T. A. Hiam, formerly assistant 
to th e . President, Canadian National 
Railways, ireturned to Kelowna last 
week from what he terms a scouting 
trip” to the Orient, where, he reports, 
a better feeling towards Canada and 
Canadian products is evidenced. He 
reached Vancouver on the “Empress 
of Japan,’’ and was greeted by Mrs. 
Hiam. •
Kelowna stores will be closed :̂ on
Monday, which will be observed as the 
Dominion Day holiday. Under the new 
closing hours, V^ich came into effect 
on Monday last, stores now close at 5 
p.m., except Thursdays, when they 
close at 12 o’clock poon, and Satur­
days, when stores rem ain. open until 
10 p.ni. Some places of business arc 
opening earlier than, usual in the morn­
ing. . ■ I .
bas of cbasiiig an asbestos eat Ibrougb 
Hailes." No one was safe today, and 
the sooner those who thought they 
were safe saw the need for a new eeo- 
iiomie order the belter for all.
Machinery vs. Human Hands
lllu.slrjitifig the multiple uses of 
inaebinery, wliieli was contributing 
seriously to the uneniployinent prob­
lem, the speaker ilrew a graphic pic­
ture «f what could be done with live 
cents worth of electricity, showed bow 
farm and canning inacliincry was hav­
ing its elTccI upon the labour market, 
outlineil bow police forces would be 
cut down tbrougli the invention of :i 
photo eleetrie cell wliieli guarded safes, 
told of the making of Oriental rugs by 
maeliiiiery in a day, illustrated liow ac­
tors of the legitimate stage and music­
ians were affected by tlie super movies. 
And then he said:
“Ask the Liberals bow they are go­
ing to solve the problems being brought 
about by this. They are sending men 
to relief eampsi in a land of jileiity. I 
can't uuderst.and bow this can go on.” 
Gerry McGecr
'J'urning bis attention to Gerry Mc­
Gecr, who also participated in the 
.S.askatebewan campaign. Dr. 'I'clford 
referred to him as “a brilliant, dyna­
mic persoiiaIit3’.” liftj' per cent of 
whose ideas about money were sound. 
Blit the Socialist exponent objected to 
Mr. McGecr saying -that his ideas of 
in(.)nctary reform bad been accepted bj' 
the l.iberal party and that it was “the 
Liberal way out.” It might be Gerry's 
way out of the Liberal party. Certainly 
Mr. McGccr’s policy liad not been 
accepted by the Liberal party, so be 
was not playing the game. To Dr. Tel­
ford the struggle was a serious one and 
not a game. The thousands of young 
people need not be destitute—it was 
not fair to them.
A definite effort was being made all 
the time to show that the industrial 
worker was tlie farmer’s enemy, and 
vice versa. It was the duty of the C.C. 
F. to sho\y the inter-dependence of one 
on the other--—there should be co-oper­
ation between the two. The common 
enemy was the sj^stem. Dr. Telford did 
not even blame the hankers individ­
ually so much-as the system'.
Money Mysteries
Delving into the mysteries of money 
with its gold basis, the speaker remark­
ed that the Burrard Street bridge in 
Vancouver cost two and a half million 
dollars, but the use of that money 
would cost five million dollars. Lead­
ing up to the C.C.F. policy of distri­
buting wealth, he declared that there 
should be sufficient money put in cir­
culation to facilitate the trade of the 
country—it was the duty of the govern­
ment to create sufficient money to ex­
change goods. The time had come 
when purchasing power should be giv­
en to the people. ■ The government 
should extend credit according to the 
work done and thus create employment.
Debt
Dealing with the provincial debt, 
which was now $156,000,000, Dr. Tel­
ford said that 54 cents out of every 
dollar collected in taxes last year went 
to pay interest on debt.s. On the Dom- 
-inion debt, interest amounting to $425,- 
000,000 a year had to be paid. Showing 
that wealth was iff the hands of a few, 
he said that in 1930 only 614 people 
were paying taxes on an income of 
over $50,000. Seventy-four per cent of 
the purchasing was done by those who 
made less than $3,000 a year. There 
was nothing ahead for the people un­
less there was a radical change. Soc­
ialism. was the only hope. Natural, 
resources would have to be controlled.
' After remarking that, for some rea­
son, farmers in Saskatchewan who had 
the sheriff at their door.would let the 
sheriff come in before they voted C. 
C:F, Dr. Telford said that things could 
not be left as they were much longer 
if they did not want to g^t into a mess 
so serious* they cbuld not get out. I t  
was their duty to do all_in their power 
to correct the wrongs about them. 
They had to get down to basic princi­
ples—a commodity could not be pro­
duced unless the machinery of produc­
tion was controlled. They did not own 
the land or, factories a t the present 
time—they had\ to pay tribute.
Control Of Production Essential
“ W e have got to get control," he de­
clared. “We won’t take your home—■ 
we want you to have a better home 
than you. have now. The big industrial 
factories close when' they don’t  make 
a profit for private individuals. As their 
operation is necessary to society, we 
haVe the right to step in and take 
them over. I appeal to you to  help 
carry on the fight; we’ve got to carry 
on until we get justice for our people. 
Are our helpless children going to pay 
for the Burrard bridge, the P.G.E. and 
other things ti^at have built up an en­
ormous debt?’’ .
Dr. Telford concluded with an appeal 
.to financially assist his radio broadcasts 
from- a Vancouver station, which cost 
$75 per week. He T̂OS given an ova-
m a r r i a g e
Smith—Hunglo 
■j'lu' (;inirc-b of Ibe Immaculate Con­
ception wa.s the scene of a pretty wed­
ding on Monday, at 2.30 j>.m, when
Phyllis, (laughter of Mr. J. Hungic, of 
tin's city, was united in inurriaKC to Mr 
LudwiK Sniilli, son of Mr. and Mr.s 
L. Sinitli, al.so of Kelowna. 'J'lic ccrc- 
niony was performed by Rev. h'atber 
W. if. McKen/.ie.
The bride looked cbariniii^ in a 
gown of white satin and a trailing veil. 
She carried a lovely shower bouquet 
of white lilies.
Miss Stizamic^ Leniauvicl, the brides­
maid, wore a blue and white ciiscinbic 
and carried a bou<|iict of pink and 
white roses.
Mr. John Sinitb, brbtbcr of the 
groom, acted as best man.
After llie cerciinjiiy, a reception was 
held at the bonie of the groom’s par­
ents, followed by a dance in the cven- 
iiiK
OBITUARY
Mr. John Henry Talbot
M'lie death occurred suddenly on
Tlmrsday, June 21.st, of Mr. John 
Henry Talbot, who passed away at the 
family residence in Glemnorc at the 
age of 76 years,
Mr. Talbot, late of Liverpool, Eng­
land. canie to the Kelowna district from 
the Old Country eleven years ago, and 
had resided here ever since.
Besides his wife, he leaves to mourn 
his loss a .son, Mr. W. N, Talbot, in 
Glcnmore.
'I'he funeral service was held on Sat­
urday afternoon from the residchcc to 
the Kelowna Cemetery, Rev. C. E. 
Davis conducting. i
The pall hearers were: Messrs. A.
G. R. Prickard and H. A. MacLaren, 
of Oyania, H. A. Blake, O. St. P. Ait- 
kens. T. F. Craft and H. Waldron,
CONVENTION 
OF INTERIOR 
SPORTSMEN
(Continued from Page 1)
ish Columbia Fish and Game Protec­
tive Association, was present and a 
representative of the gun and fish clubs 
of W est Kootenay.
A. Bryan Williams, Game Commis­
sioner; Major J. A. Motherwell, Chief 
Superintendent of Fisheries, and his 
assistants, R. W. McLeod and Dr. C. 
McG. Mottley of the Biological Board 
of Canada, were all present taking part 
in the various resolutions placed before 
the meeting.
Willow Grouse Scarcity 
A resolution was passed that there be 
a clo.sed season on willow grouse in 
the North and South Okanagan. I t 
was felt that these birds are quickly 
disappearing and that steps should be 
taken to conserve them.
Cmifidence In  Game Department 
A motion of confidence was passed 
in the Game Department and its Com­
missioner and it Avas felt that the game 
wardens were doing excellent work 
throughout the Interior.
Access To Lakes
A resolution was passed asking the 
government to take._the necessary ac­
tion to give the public. access to the 
lakes belonging to the public which 
were surrounded by private lands, es­
pecially where such waters had been 
stocked with fish at the public’s ex­
pense. '
The Game Department was asked to 
see that extra men were put on at the 
beginning of the hunting season to see 
that the bag limits were kept. Mr. Wil­
liams stated that he had already made 
these arrangements and that he was 
given every assistance by the Provinc­
ial Police department.
One Man, One Bag 
A resolution was also passed that 
when parties-are hunting under a lic­
ence, nien and women should pack a 
gup and their own birds. One man 
with two or three non-shooters holding 
licences should not be allowed to shoot 
more than his own limit. I t was point­
ed out in. this connection that there 
were many cases where a man took 
out - his lady friends who could not 
shoot at all and that he would kill a 
bag covering all the licences in the 
party. Mrs. T. L Blakely, of Kamloops, 
the only lady delegate, spoke strongly; 
in favour of this resolution.
' Red Garb Passes Over Strong 
Opposition
A resolution that hunters be com­
pelled to wear red while hunting was 
passed only after strong opposition 
both from the government officials and
iMiiWiin
SAY. THIS IS A HECK OF 
A JOB OETTINO ALLTI 
THREAD AND HAIR 
OUT OF THIS 
BRUSH
I KNOW .JOHN. BUT 
THE CLEANER JU ST 
WONT CLEAN WITH 
ALL THAT LITTER 
IN IT !
I SHOULD THINK 
SOME BWOHT CLEANE 
MANUFACTURER WOULD 
INVENT SOMETHING 
BETTER.
OH, JOHN. THE HOOVER 
PEOPLE HAVE! THEY 
QUIT USINC THE BRUSH 
YEARS AOO AND NOW 
HAVE SOMETH INC 
" CALLED AN 
AGITATOR.
THAT POSITIVE 
AGITATION IS 
GREAT! Tm AN 
ENGINEER AND 
I CAN SEE HOW 
MUCH MORE 
EFFICIENT IT IS
WEa.|}w NO ENGINEER 
BUT I KNOW MY CLEAN­
ING W ia  BE EASIER. 
AND AAV RUGS WILL 
LAST LONGER -  NOW 
THAT WE HAVE A 
H O O V E R
^6 HOOVER
Our Hoover oalcamon will gladly call tony 
evening to ohow your husband why Positive 
Agitation, the patented cleaning action that 
replaces the old-style bniah, cleans faster and 
deeper. Three new Sentinel Series Hoovers, 
new Hoover Dirt Finder, new lightweight 
Dusting Tools. Liberal allowance for old elec­
tric cleaners. Convenient terms,
PH O N E  361 KELOW NA, B. C.
TO A L L
TREE ERIIIT GROW ERS
A  schem e for the regulation of m arketing is 
being circulated to every grow er by unknown 
persons, calling them selves the Tree Fruit Produc­
ers Com mittee, accompanied by a letter signed by 
Mr. A. T. H ow e, as chairman.
T he schem e makes certain references to the 
B. C. F .G .A ,, which m ight indicate that your 
association is connected w ith the scheme. The 
Executive of the B. C. F. G. A. and,of the Growers 
Stabilization (iipmmittee have no knowledge what­
ever of the Tree Fruit Producers Committee, and 
no connection therewith.
It is particularly desirable that the growers 
be united in presenting a schem e to Ottawa. A  
schem e has already been presented to you by your  
com m ittee, - and endorsed by . you alm ost unani- 
mpusly.i A ny effort to  present another scheme can  
only result in delaying and hindering^ the further­
ance of your *w,ishes. I t  is  m!y opinion that this 
schem e is being circulated for that purpose.
I have analyzed this plan ,and it contains 
clauses, cleverly concealed, which I consider de­
finitely against the interests of the growers and 
the purpose of the AcL
I strongly urge the grow ers to ignore this 
effort, and not to  sign the form accom panying the 
plan ; also to  use their influence w ith, their ac­
quaintances to  discourage this and any scheme 
other than the one which has already received your  
approval.
W . E. H A S K IN S ,
President, B. C. F. G. A.
some of the delegates.'Dr. Bayne and 
e . Westaway, of Kamloops were 
strongly in. favour of this and it car­
ried. ' .
All Adults To Have Fishing Licence 
A resolution was brought in by Mrs. 
Blakdly and R. G. Pinchbeck, of Kam- 
lopps, that all adults over the age of 
eighteen be made to purchase a fish­
ing licence. It was shown that as long 
as women were exempted the game 
wardens could not enforce the present 
regulations. This was carried. .
tion as he resumed his sea t.,
The speaker was introduced by A1<J. 
O. L. Jones, \vho \declared that Dr. 
Telford had done more for the C.C.F.\ 
movement than any other individual in 
British Columbia. He was in the move­
ment for humanity’s sake, “his.interests* 
are your interests, his time your time, 
-his efforts bn your behalf in the .past, 
present and future.’’
Before the meeting adjourned, a 
number of interesting questions . were 
asked and answered in detail by the 
speaker.
Twen^-Two Resolutions
O ut of the twenty-two resolutions 
submitted Kamloops Ctub^ sponsored 
five and was successful in-getting all 
through except one. —
A t 6.30 i).m. the delegates gathered 
■at thet Salmon Arm-, Institute Hall, 
where the ladies had provided a meal 
that only Salmon Arm can provide. 
There were 160 delegates and'friends 
seated and after the meal was over 
Dr. Mottley g^ve a very interesting 
address on fish and their habits in the 
Interior lakes and streams, foliqwcd 
by Mr. Williams and Mr. Castillou.
UNITED CHURCH YOUNG ’ 
PEOPLE'S MEETING TOPICS
Subjects TO Be Discussed During The 
Month Of July
During July,’ the Young People’s 
Club of F irst United Church- will dis­
cuss the follow^ing subjects u n d er-th e , 
general ■ topic of '“Yoiith ’ arid Current 
Questions.’’
July 1—“.Youth and-Peace.”
July 8.—“Youth and W ar,” - 
July IS.—“Youth and, the Financial
System.” ........
July 22.—“Youth and the Economic
:System.” ' , ' .
July 29.—“Youth and a Political I -
deal.” , . .
Mr. Jack Wilcox will lead the d i^
-CUSsionS.';: ■ ;• - l,
The meetings are held -at ,8.45 on 
Sunday ’ evenings, in ■ th^ . Church, .par­
lours, and young people' are invited to  
attend;' ' ‘ ' * , '
T*he -meeting -broke uf> a t 11.30 after 
perhaps the„inps(k enjoyable, and .sue- 
ccssful convention held in recent yenr^
m m
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rA Q K  SIX THIC KELO W N A  COUKIKK A N D  OKANAOAIf O K C ilA K O lST
THURSDAY, JU N E 28th. 1934
acr
A NEW AND DELICIOUS
SUMMER CONFECTION
S U G A R E D
P e c tin  J e llie s
P e r L b .
5 F R U IT  FL A V O U R S
(About 55 picccB per lb.)
YOU W IL L  GET TH EM  AT
P. B. WIUITS & CO., LTD.
T H E  REX A LL DRUG STO RE
PH O N E 19 KELOW NA, B. C.
................ ........■■t■■■l■■■tlll.■l■■llt■t■■ll<l■̂tl̂ m̂«l̂ llllll̂ uullulMlUllll;llllm̂ »lllllllllllllllllllllllllllM^
Keep Out
SU M M E R  H E A T  
W IN T E R  CO LD
Insure against J J l ^ g ^ L E l X  fireproof
F IR E  with IN SU L A T O R
W m .  H A U G  S O N
B U IL D E R S ’ S U P P L IE S  COAL
A sk about GYPROC BR IC K  M A N U F A C T U R E R S
F E E l  FIT 
B U  DAT
S t a r t  th e  day w ith  a  crisp , l ig h t  b reak fast, and  see  
h ow  .m u ch  keener, fresher yo u  fee l. K ellogg’s  C om  
F lak es, w ith  fru it dr berries, are an  id ea l m o r n in g  
m e a l.
K ellogg’s  are fu ll o f  en ergy—an d  so  easy  to  d ig ^ t .  
K ep t oven -fresh  by th e  h e a t-sw fe d  in n er  WAXTITE 
h ag . M ade by K ellogg in  L on d on , O ntario . .
F O R  F L A V O R
C O R N
F L A K E S
HOW  TO HIVE A SWARM
(Experimental Farms Note)
Buzz, and they are off! The ex- 
citement of the swarming bees is im­
mediately, transmitted to the beekeeper 
himself and all other persons who may 
be near. Where will they go and how 
.will you get them is the invariable 
xiuestion asked by the onlooker, but 
the one asked by the beekeeper is, what 
shall I do with them to save my crop? 
In  some cases the swarm may defin­
itely settle all questions by absconding 
immediately it leaves the hive, but us 
ually it settles on some nearby object 
from which it may easily be retaken 
once the bees have all settled on the 
cluster. .Should the swarm cluster on 
branch of a tree or bush, that 
branch may be cut off, the swarm 
carried back to the apiary and the bees 
shaken down in front of the hive in 
which it is to be housed. If the swarm 
has settled on some immovable object,
N the  hive must be carried to  the'swarm
\  and placed in such a position that the
b^es can be shaken or brqshed down 
as near to  the entrance of the hive as 
possible. In the evening, after all the 
b,ces have entered the hive, it should 
be returned to  the apiary. Occasion­
ally the swarm m ay. cluster in some 
place from which it is practically im­
possible-to take it. In  such cases the  ̂
swarm may be dislodged by,turning a  
stream of w a te r  on it, or by any other
' convenient means in order to force the 
bees to cluster in a more accessible
'place.'
The hive in which the swarm is to be 
housed should be fitted with drawn 
combs 6Ffull sh[eefs~of foundation and, 
if possible, a frame of brood from some 
other colony. The Bee Division, Cen­
tral Experimental Farm, Ottawa, lias, 
found that there is little or no reduction 
of the honey crop if the swarm is hous­
ed in a new hive on the old stand from 
which the swarm came. i The parent 
colony' is moved to one side, th e ' new. 
hive containing the swarm is set in its 
place and the honey supers from the 
parent colony arc, then placed over the 
swarm. The instinct of procreation 
has been satisfied" and the bees will 
continue the work they left^ a few 
minutes previously, just as though 
nothing had happened.
C. B. GOODERHAM,
Dominion Apiarist.
GIRL BRID E H liLD  IN MURDER 
CASE
Norma Brighton Milieu, 19, i.s being 
lield in custody at Dedham, Mass 
charged with being an accessory after 
the fact in a murder allegedly engineer­
ed l)y her husl)and.
GLEMORE
The community was saddened on 
Eridaj' last I)y tlie news of the death 
of Mr. Wm. Talbot. Although Mr, 
Talbot had not lived long in Glenmore, 
having come here something over 
year ago, his kindly disposition had 
endeared him to all who were privileg­
ed to know him. The sympathy of 
their friends and neighbours goes out 
to the members of the bereaved family. 
* * «
A carload of delegates from Glen 
more’s local C-C.F. Club drove to Pen­
ticton on Saturday, to attend the C.C.F. 
convention there.
Softball fans were treated to some 
rather unpleasant excitement last week 
when the Glenmore catcher, Harold
Watson, collided with anotlicr player 
and badly fractured his nose. The 
boys have fought their way up to the 
top three in the league standing. They 
are hoping that the generaF public will 
turn out and support them when they 
play the finals.
+ * *
Mr. Tom Pearson lias purchased the
old LeQuesne place from Mr. Griffin.
Those in charge of plans for the
Community Basket Picnic have set the 
date for Wednesday, July 4th, and the 
place is Petrie’s Corners, A field for 
sports, good safe bathing, \ stoves for 
fires, and free ice cream for children, 
are all assured. Will all those, wishing 
to go, who have no means of getting 
there, get in touch with Mrs. Wilson, 
phone 392-R5, w h o  is arranging for 
extra transportation facilities? The 
committee, which consists of repre­
sentatives from all the organizations in 
the Valley, have given a lot of thought 
to the arrangements, and are hoping 
that everyone will | respond by doing 
his or her best to be present, and to 
help to make it a big success.
W H E R E  TO F IS H
O V ER T H E  W EEK -EN D
Timely Hints As To Likely Places 
For A Basket
Correct Diagnoms
A patient who complained of digest 
ive troubles was toldtby a specialist that 
he was drinking too much and would 
have to stop it. ,
“Well,” said the patient, * what api 
I to tell the Avife?” ■'
The dofftor thought for a few' mom" 
crits, then said, “Tell her you are suf­
fering from syncopation. That wijl 
satisfj' her.”
The patient did as he was t61d. * .
“W hat is syncopation?” asked the 
wife. ,  ̂ .
“I  ;don.’4 know,” .said the husband, 
but that is what, the doctor called itvJ 
When her husband had, gone out, 
the wife looked up the word in the 
dictionary and found it meant “irreg­
u lar,movement from baF fO' fear!’'  The, 
hubby had more explaining to do.’.
Here are a few  tips on where to go 
fishing over the w’Cek-end and holiday:
Mabel Lake.—Good cabins here, and 
an ideal beach for the kiddies. Phone 
Joe Gass for reservations.
Long Lake.—Fishing should be good 
with Columbia spinner and fly. The 
camp here is known as Amory Camp. 
—~ W oods Lake.-—Good with the- Gol- 
umbia and worms at Petrie’s camp.
Pillar Lake.—Good with the Jack 
Lloyd and worms.
Mission Creek and Joe Rich.—-A 
good spot to take the young folks 
Good fly fishing.
Kettle River.—Satisfactory at Car- 
mi, above Carmi and at Rock Greek,
Adams Lake.—-Nice place to camp at 
the dam. Fishing should be good in 
Adams River. Eight miles from Little 
River.
Little River,—Good accommodation 
and meals, if required, available at Lit­
tle River Fishing Camp, operated by 
A. C. M. Danielson, formerly of Kel­
owna. Plugs are recommended in pre­
ference to the fly.
Beaver Lake.—^There are thirty 
boats a t this popular pond, which 
should yield good results with the (Col­
umbia an d " w'orins. Keep near the 
shore and islands.
D Lake.—Good boats, seven cabins 
here. This week a trail is being cut to 
lakes in this vicinit3;; that offer good 
fly fishing. Thirty  minutes from the 
Sexsmith cabins. Fish a t home and 
help home industry.
Largely through the efforts of the 
Kelowna Rod & Gun Club, the road to 
Beaver Lake has now been graded and 
is in pretty good s^ p e .
:  LETTERS TO THE !
:  E D IT O R  :
♦  •*
DISM ISSAL O F VETERAN 
FROM GOVERNM ENT POST
A banker is a man who charge,s you 
for the use of other oeoole’s money 
and then "acts as if he had done -you 
a favour.
Kelowna, June 22, 19.14.
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear .Sir,
I'Or the information of the public, 
we ask the favour of space to pulilisli 
a siinpnary of corre.spoiulcnce in re­
gard to the recent disnii.ssal from his 
position as Pnrsrr-Matc on the Kel- 
owna-Weslhank l-'criv of our comraile 
Reginald Locock, who has not been 
reinstated to date, nor has he lieen 
given another position to make amends 
for llie injustice done him.
We ask all fainnimlcd and riglit- 
Ihiiikiug people to comiiare tlie treat­
ment meted out to Comrade Locock 
with the brilliant promises made in 
1919 as to what would he done for the 
returned soldiers of Canada, and to 
join with us in a protest to the Provin­
cial Government and a demand that lie 
he provided with employment.
Yours truly,
Kelowna Branoh. Canadian Legion,
By G, N, Kennedy, President.
Having been informed by Comrade 
Locock, under date of May Ihtli, that 
he had been advised by the Chief En­
gineer of the Department of Public 
Works tliat his services as Purser- 
Mate on tlie Keknvnai-Wcslhauk 
Ferry would not he required after June 
11th, and that, to the Iiest of his know­
ledge no complaints from any source 
whatever had l)een lodged airainst him, 
the Kelowna Branch immediately took 
up the matter with Hon. F. M. Mac- 
Plicrson, Minister of Public Work.s. 
In a letter to him dated May 18th, it 
was stated:
“Our attention has been drawn to 
the fact that Reginald Locock. one of 
our members, vvho for the past vear 
has filled the position of Purser-Mate 
on the Kelowna-Wcstliank Ferry, has 
received notice from Chief Engineer 
Philip, of Victoria, that his services 
will he dispensed with on June lltli. 
1934, the reason for this action being 
given as due to reorganization of the 
Ferry services. As we are given to 
understand that another man i.s Iieing 
brought in to fill the position whic 
Locock vacates, it is clearly not a mat 
ter of rediiction of staff hut simply dc 
signed to make room for some one 
else.
“There is, so far as we are aware, no 
suggestion that Locock's.services have 
been unsatisfactory: in fact, there is 
little doubt but what he has filled the 
position in a very capable manner. Our 
members therefore feel very strongly 
the fact that he. a returned man with a 
wife and two children, and holding the 
necessary papers, is beir>" supersedec 
in this manner. They further, in view 
of the Hon. T.‘ D. Pattullo’s expressec 
assurances that party patronage will 
not l)e indulged in by the Liberal gov 
ernnient, find themselves loath to be 
lieve that this change is being made 
on that account. Members of the 
Canadian Legion feel that Civil Ser 
vice positions should n o t: be subserv 
ient to party politics.
‘Before definitely dispensing with 
Locock’s services, we would respect 
fully request that you enquire into the 
circumstances of this case. _ We fee 
that an unjust hardship is in danger 
of being imposed upon Lpcock, who 
has faithfully served his country, am 
who did npl, obtain the position now 
held by him by supplanting a supporter 
of the present government, but who 
merely filled a vacancy created by the 
demise of the late Capt. Jones-Evans.
‘We shall appreciate hearing from 
you at the earliest possible moment 
and trust that, after considering the 
case, you will issue such instructions 
as will insure Locock’s services being 
retained.”
Copies of the letter were sent to 
Hon. T. D. Pattullo; Dr. J. Allen H ar­
ris. M.L.A. for South Okanagan,^ and 
D r. W. J. Knox, President of the Lib­
eral Association, with the request, that 
they lend their assistance in rectifying 
the injustice done.
Hon. Mr. Pattullo w a s  absent in 
Eastern Canada at the time, but a let­
ter from his secretary promised' that 
the matter would be brought to his at- 
ttention upon his return. However, 
nothing further has been heard.
No reply has been received to date 
from Dr. Knox, while the following 
has corhe to  hand from Dr. Harris 
“Your letter re proposed change in 
the personnel of the Ferry w as-for­
warded on to rhe. . I understand the 
Minister of W orks has written vou ex­
plaining the reasons for the change, 
whereby Captain Little, a returned man 
with an invalid family, is being sent to 
the Okanagan.”
Here is the explanation sent by Hon 
Mr. MaePherspn:
I have ypur letter of May 18th in 
Connection with the retirement of Reg­
inald Locock from the Kelowna-West 
bank Ferry, and note your remarks in 
regard to civil service positions and 
party politics.
“The change is being made, in the 
removal of Mr. Little to Kelowna, in 
the interests of his health and.is a de­
partmental change.
“As far as civil service seniority is 
concerned, the gentlement who is com­
ing \to replace Mr. Little in the North 
I believe has had many years service, 
whereas Mr. Locock, I understand; has 
jeen in the service less than 'a  year ” 
We do not consider this explanation 
satisfactory, as we understand that the 
position vacated in the North by M r 
Little is being filled by . the appoint­
ment of a local citizen recently unem­
ployed, who worked arduously for the 
Liberal party p i lo i  lo the last provin­
cial election, so E would seem that 
M r Locock i.s - deprived of his 
livelihood in order to reward a party 
worker. ■
C.C.F. CANDIDATE W HO HAD 
AN ALIAS
Nominated under tlic alias of "Leslie 
Foster,” wliicli he adopted on eoiiiiiiK 
west ill 1933 after a nervous break­
down Llewellyn C. h'lctelicr revealed* 
his correct name in time to run niulcr 
it as C.C.F. candidato in the Yorkton 
constituency of Saskatchewan on June 
19tli, hut he failed to make mueh of 
showing, securing onV  1,029 votes as 
against 3,151 for the successful Liberal 
and 2,639 for the Conservative. Son of 
the Rev. Dr. W. P. Fletcher, of Odes­
sa, Out., lie disappeared from the Uni­
ted Church conference in Toronto 
ye.'ir ago.
M ARKETING CONTROL PLAN
O F G R O W ER -SH IPPER S
Kelowna, B.C., June 26th, 1934. 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Sir:—
Speeches made by the committee
which has toured the Okanagan Valley 
during tlie last two weeks indicate that 
the Growei;-Shiprtcrsi’ Association is 
blamed for stimulating controversy 
over the application of the Natural 
Products Marketing Act to “tree 
fruits.”
May T he .allowed to point out that 
the Grower-Shippers’ Association has 
tried to avoid controversy and last 
April submitted to the Growers’ Stab 
ilization Committee a plan, based on a 
Clearing House and a seven-man 
board, as meeting the requirements of 
the Natural Products Marketing Act. 
The committee was not interested in 
any plan but the one it had produced 
at-that time, which was called a “De­
claration” and which set up a board of 
three directors, who for the first year 
\yere to be appointed by the subscrib­
ers to the Declaration. The scheme 
now submitted admittedly closely fol­
lows the Produce Marketing Act and 
amendments thereto, which the com­
mittee probably considers applicable to 
the Natural Products Marketing A ct 
The method evidently ' adopted by the 
committee is to “ask and it shall be 
given you,” which may be good politics 
but is hardly' economics.
Fundamentally, however, the Grow­
er-Shippers’ Association was proceed­
ing on the “cent a pound or on the 
ground” basis, in other words, to en­
able the producer to obtain cash for 
his product at a price stabifiz^^hrough 
the licensing clauses of the Act. It 
recognized from the first that compul­
sory pooling makes a cash price im­
possible, but that the Act could be ad­
ministered by a seven-man board, not 
all of whom might be obs^sed with 
pooling, to provide an alternative to 
pooling on a perfectly fair basis.
As Mr. Haskins stated in a recent 
issue of “Country Life,” “Grower Con­
trol” is a* slogan. The grower-shipper 
does not believe slogans contribute to ­
wards economic recovery but recog 
nizes their efficacy in market politics. 
He admits there is a genuine difference 
of opinion between those who believe 
in the possibility of regimenting mar­
keting into profitable channels by con­
trol (without similarly regimenting 
production) and those who believe 
that eventually the recognition of ec­
onomic facts, which cannot be control­
led by statutes, provide the best means 
of regulation. He is undoubtedly bias­
sed in favour of the latter by the dis­
astrous experience of the wheat pools, 
but realizes the fact that obsession is 
never, and enthusiasm seldom, guided 
by experience, ' i
T o ; marry enthusiasm and obsession 
is easy. '  Even a pessimist may wish 
the couple- all- happiness and yet be 
dufeious ; about the results. I t  would, 
however; hardly be decent to argu^ 
about results when the happy couple 
were on . their honeymoon with a re­
spectable chaperone, who quite possibly 
believes in birth control.
Furthermore, any scheme must be 
referred by the Minister to, and is sub­
ject to, revision fey the Dominion 
Board; not yet set up, and “uppp re­
ceipt of a report from the  Dominion 
Board recommending the approval of 
the scheme as submitted, or as amend­
ed by the Board, the Minister may re­
commend the approval thereof, or may 
require tha t a. poll be taken and state 
the necessary percentage of votes fav­
ouring the scheme to warrant its fur-r 
ther consideration.” i
\Thus the sole consideration of the 
Grower-Shippers’ Association has been 
to try: and submit a scheme strictly in 
accordance with the requirements o£ 
the Natural Products Marketing Act, 
which, while it allows for ■ pooling, ddes 
not necessitate it. Despite everything 
said to the contrary by those whosq 
jest interests are served by pooling, 
the grower-shipper believes that in 
practice there is opportunity both for 
cash sales and pooling, provided the
FOR R E N T — Mo.iciii house: on I’cmlozi Street, c lose  in. 
(Contains liviiij,; room, diriiuj; room, k iu h en , four bed- 
roum.s, largo verandah.
R E N T , a month ............................................. $25.00
FO R R E N T  Modern Bungalow  on (ilenw ood A v en u e ;  
contains living room, dining room, den, kitchen, three 
hedrooms, large verandah, ,good garden, 
garage, etc. R E N T, a month ......................
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT 
TRUST COMPANY
Trustees, Executors, Investment Banking, Etc.
PH O N E  98 IN  BUSINESS SINCE 1909 P H O N E  332
SAT., JULY  7th — O N E DAY ONLY
VICTOR McLAGEN, 
and BORIS K A RLO FF in
“ THE LOST PATROL”
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JU N E  29th and 30th
PE R F E C T  COM BINATION OF EN T ER TA IN M EN T 
MYSTERY TO  MUSIC
BEAUTY AND ROMANCE — DRAMA *AND COMEDY
I'.iirl C arro ll’s
" M u r d e r  at the V a n itie s* *
'J'lie screcn’.s first musical mystery; featuring
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRLS IN THE
WORLD
Carl Brisson, Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakie, Kitty Carlisle, Duke 
Ellington and his Orchestra.
ALL STAR COMEDY—“Caretaker’s Daughter” 
PARAM OUNT NEW S “TARZAN, T H E  FEA RLESS” Saturday
Two shows each evening, 7 and 9. Feature picture starts 7.30 and 9.30 
See it from the start. Matinee, 3 p.m.
Q FI A VQ MONDAY, TUESDAY, W EDNESDAY O f lA V ^  
O  U n ,  I O  J uly 2nd, 3rd and 4th **
George Arliss
— IN^— ■ :
" H o u s e  o f  R o tlis c h ild * *
O N E O F T H E  TRU LY  GREAT PIC TU R ES
You should see the picture from the start. On the screen at 3.30,
7.30 and 9.30 each day.
Added Attractions: COLOURED SILLY  SYM PHONY, “Big Bad 
Wolf” ; SCEN IC: “Wales—The Land of My Fathers.’̂
Matinee, 3 p.m. Monday: children, 10c; Balconj', 25c; Main Floor, 40c 
Two Shows each evening; all seats 40c; children, I5c
Don’t  miss this picture and be sure the K ID D IE S  SE E  IT  ! IT ’S 
H ISTO RY  AND ED UCATIONAL.
TH U RSD A Y AND FRID A Y , JU LY  5th and 6th
 ̂ LANNY ROSS AND C H A R LIE RUGGLES
■ : IN '— ,
MELODY IN THE SPRING
L O W
SUMMER EXCUiUflON
e A r e s ^̂ ^̂ E
On S ale M a y  1 5  to  O ct. 1 5
Return Limit Oct. 31, 1934
also  M ay  1 5  to  O ct. 1 5
Return Limit 45 Days from Date of Sale, but 
Not Later Hian Oct. 31, 1934.
Fares for Trans-Atlantic Passengers effective May 1 .
Season
ROUND T R IP  FA R ES Limit
Winnipeg .................   72.00
‘Toronto ....        108.20
Ottawa ....................     123.50
Montreal ......    129.85
Quebec .....................................     138.35
Saint John ............ ..... ........... -.........147*90
Halifax . .................     153.45
Minneapolis ......        72JQ0
S t  Paul ................   72.00
Chicago   ........... ...........  ...........—r-' 86.00
Detroit, via Chicago .....    101.70
Detroit via Toronto ................   108*20
New York ....  ...........................  ..... ...̂  135*15
Boston .........................  ...... r........ -..... -v-, 142.25
45-Day
Limit
S r n s s
114.00
117.75
124.85
139.25
144.45
98.30
103.35
124.40
131.48
Correspondingly low-fares to other destinations. 
Enquire about Coach' and Intermediate Fares.
For Further Information Apply . ' y
“local board” uses its intelligence. Un­
der such circumstances it is obvious 
that a seven-man board representative 
of all interests is better than a board, 
two of whom may be obsessed with 
central selling, while the third may be 
enthusiastic but inexperienced. In the 
former a five to two vote, is at least 
some protection against the two to one 
vote of the latter.
Yours truly,
F. W. PRIDHAM;>
HO PE CHEST WON BY
MISS R U TH  McCu l l o c h
, The drawing for the' hahd^bme. hope 
chest and contents^ of a*Kenwoqdvblan­
ket, a large assortment of linen, etc., 
raffled under the auspices of the ,GirI’̂  
Hospital Aid, took place; in- the ;E™p- 
ress Theatre on Saturday ■ evenirig, 
when the lucky ticket was held, by; 
Miss Ruth McCulloch, of / Kelowha. 
I t  is notable that thisvyear the chest 
was made in the Toe H w'brkshqp,; ■
. Second prize of a. tea; table cloth and' 
 ̂serviettes was won by Rqland Matt­
son, Kelo>wna school boy. who bought 
Grower-Shipper, bis ticket on the wav into tlie show. \
f
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♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦  
♦  ♦
♦  CHURCH N O TICES ♦
♦  ♦
8T. MICilAUl. AND ALL ANOUL8
Mirel «ml SiithrrliMiii At*««U»
July 1st. I'iftli Sumlay after Trinity. 
H.OU a.iu. Holy Communion.
9.15 a.m. Sumlay School, Bible 
< lass, and Kindergarten.
11 am . Matins, Sermon and Choral 
|•au■harist.
7.30 iMii. Evensong and Sermon.I*. 4i «
ST. ANDKlsW ’S Okanagan Mis­
sion. 9.45 a.111., Holy Coininunion.
Tim UNITED CHUHCIl OE CANADA
Firnl Uiiilrtl, coiiiri Kichui M .......... >
aVvciiiu*
Hey. VV. W. McI'Iuimm.. .M.A , Iv i /
Air. j. A. riiyititd*
Organi-si and Clioir I.eader; Cynl ^ 
Mossop, A.T.C.M., 1.. l.t-.l.
9.45 a.III. Church School. All De- 
parlinciits except the Young l’cu()lc's.
II a.in. Morning VVorshij>. Donimion 
l3ay talk; "A Heritage worth iiroteet-
i"K-"7.30 p.ni. Evening Worship. .Suniiner 
series of aildresses on ‘‘Life’s (ireat 
Hours; the Hour of N'ision.” Organ 
Recital from 7 to 7.30 h\' .Mr. ( yril 
Mossop.
8.45 p.in. Young People’s Round I'a- 
hle discussion; general tlieine, youth 
and current topics. 1st, "Youth and 
peace.”
r
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Ellis Street /
Pastor: G. A. liarbcr.
Sunday Services:— Sunday School 
• and Bible Cla.ss at 11 a,ni. Song Ser­
vice at 7.15 p.ni. Evening Worship at 
'7.30 p.ni. Young People’s Worship on 
Tuesday, at 8 p.in.
Wednesday, 8 p.ni. Prayer and Bible 
Study.
Sunday evening, July 1st. Sernmn 
subject: "W hat happens jifter death. 
Do men live after death?”
b e th el  reoulaH ba ptist  church
tiichter Street. Pastor, Mr. G. Thomber.
Sunday School and Bible _ Classes at 
'10.30 a.ni. Morning Worship at 11.30 
a.m. Gospel Service at 7.30 p.m.
Praise and prayer meeting on Wed­
nesday, at 7.30 p.m.
B.Y.P.U. meeting on Friday, at 8
v'-Ul.
A cordial invitation is extended to 
1̂1 to come and worship with us.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY 
Cor. Bernard Ave. and Bertram St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church ol 
‘Christ, Scientist, Boston, Mass. Ser­
vices: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sunday School, 
9.45 a.m.; first and third Wednesdays, 
Testimony Meeting, 8 p.m. Reading 
Room open Wednesday and Saturday 
afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
“Christian Science”, will be the sub­
ject of the Lesson-Sermon on Sunday.
The Golden Text is: “Laying aside 
rail malice, and all guile, and hypocri­
sies, and envies, and all evil speakings, 
as newborn babes, desire the sincere 
m ilk of the word, that ye may grow 
thereby.” (I. Pet^r 2: 1, 2.) 
a Among the citations which comprise 
'the Lesson-Sermon is the follow**'® 
’ from the Bible: “Every tree that brihg- 
•eth not forth good fruit is hewn down, 
and cast into the firie. Wherefore  ̂by 
their fruits ye shall know them.”— 
tM atthew 7 : 19, 20.)
The Lesson-Sermon also includes the 
following passage from the Christian 
Science textbook, “Science and Health 
w ith  Key to the Scriptures,” by Mary 
Baker Eddy: “Christian Science awak- 
-ens the sinner, reclaims the infidel, and 
raises from the couch of pain the help­
less invalid- It speaks to the dumb the 
words of Truth, and they answer with 
rejoicing. I t causes the deaf to hear, 
the lame to walk, and the blind to 
:see.” (p. 342.) v
FREE METHODIST CHURCH
Richter Street, N orth..  ^
10 a.m. Sunday School.
11 a.m. Preaching Service.
7.30 p.m. Song and Praise Service.
8 p.nt. Wednesday, Prayer Meeting.
REV. C. P. STEWART, Pastor.
TH E  KKDOWHA COURIER AND OKANAOAM ORCHAMD3WT
RUTLAND
PACE SEVEH
GIANT PLANE JNTlfRbLSTS C H W E SE
'riic giant foiHlor bomber that Frank Hawks, American speed pilot, is demonstrating before 
erniiiont draws the interest of crowds of imiuisitive Chinese, who have never seen a ' i.Uotii •! int
grajili was made :it tlio Shanghai government air field. Hawks is shown left centre in the forcgroii ,
PENTiSCOSTAL MISSION 
(Next the Fire Hall)
Sunday services. 10 a.m., Sunday 
^School; 11 a.m., Devotional Services. 
Pastor H. Catrano.
7.30 p.m.. Evangelistic. Evang. D. H. 
Vardon will speak. .
Week-night meetings, Tues. and Fri- 
/day, 7.45 p.m. Splendid music.
^  SALVATION ARMY
Sunday, 7 a.m. Prayer . Meeting; 11 
a.m.. Holiness Meeting; 7.30 p.m., Sal­
vation Meeting. .
Wednesday, 2 p.m. Home League in 
<]uarters.
Thursday, 8 p.m. Salvation Meeting. 
Young People’s Meetings, Sunday, 
10.15 a.m. and 2.30 p.im
...
^
PERUVIAN PRESIDENT TAKES 
SALUTE
General Oscar Benavides, President 
of Peru, is seen returning the salute 
during 'a great military display by Per- 
uivian -forces in Lima.
♦  •••♦♦•I**l**l'*H**H"i’*l*4l” i**l*d*d*4'
A . 4*
!• SANDW ICHES AGAIN *
jj,   ♦
4* Bv Barbara B. Brooks
♦  ♦
Whatever its present iiosition may 
lie. the sandwich is of iiolile origin. 
We are told that it was tlie I'iarl of 
Sandwich who first sponsored the eiis- 
tom of serving meat between two 
slices of bread. ’J'his idea marks the 
£arl as a faslidious. as well as prac­
tical inan. The sandwich was a for­
ward ^tep in improving both table 
manners and convenience in dining. 
For in the Earl’s day, roast meat was 
a l)ig part of the menu and forks had 
not come into general use.
Some of the sandwiches we see to- 
da5' give no hint of nobility. How­
ever, even the humblest one can be a 
noble work if it is fresh and triiii. 
And .some of the very elaborate ones 
often are tawdry and unappetizing _ in 
spite of the good ingredients which 
go into their making.
The whole is no better, than its 
parts. A good sandwich starts with 
good materials. l-Yrst of all, there
must lie bread. It can he almost any 
kind. It should lie moist aiid fresh, 
but several hours or a day old so that 
it is easy to cut and handle. If the 
crust is very crisp, wrap the loaf in 
a damp towel for a few minutes. It 
can then be cut without breaking and 
crumbling.
Of course, for cutting, a sharp knife 
is needed. Select' one that is thin- 
bladed and flexible, but strong. I t  
should be long enough to cut a loaf the 
loiig way. when needed.- A knife with 
tiny, shard, saw-teeth on the cutting 
edge is good. An advantage of the 
saw-tooth knife is that it is not very 
good for cutting other foods and you 
will keep it especially for bread.
I t will save time and u’^^erials if 
.you will cut the bread to get the larg­
est possible slices. Whenever practi­
cal, slice the bread the long way of 
the loaf. Spread and make the sand­
wiches in long slabs and when finished 
cut them Into the sizes yon like. _If 
you a re . using nut bread or any rich 
bread that crumbles easily, it is better 
to cut small slices. Sometimes it 
helps to cut the loaf in half down the 
centre the longWay, then slice.
Thin, smooth mixtures can he 
.spread on to the cut surface of the 
loaf before cutting each slice. This 
will prevent tearing the slices. An­
other precaution is to 'have butter at 
room temperature and to cream it 
thoroughly before spreading the bread 
Cheese and pa.4te mixtures can be 
thinned with liquids, such as cream or 
milk, fruit juices or salad dressings, 
according to seasoning and flavouring 
desired.
Fillings should be finely chopped, 
thinly sliced o r  in pieces which \yill stay 
in or on the sandwich when it is being 
eaten. It should not be necessary to 
eat a sandwich with knife and fork. If 
you like sandwiches in mountainous 
or haystack formation, it is helpful to 
arrange them so that they can be taken 
off in layers for eating.
Vegetables and fruits for sandwi'-hes 
should be crisp, firm and dry. Cut 
or chop them finely, hut do not crush. 
.Some spreads are made by mashing 
vegetables. In this case, mash the 
vegetables thoroughly and moisten 
with butter, cream, oil or mayonnaise 
to form a smooth paste.
Chill the fillings for cold sand­
wiches. If the sandwich is to be serv­
ed hot, be sure, the filling that goes 
into it is hot. For the most part, sim­
ple fillings well seasoned make the 
best sandwiches. Often a spread of 
creamed butter is sufficient. With, 
plain breads, add something to "ive 
flavour, siich as chopped parsley and 
onion juice, horseradish, chutney, 
chopped ginger or other highly flav­
oured ingredients. :
Bran breads make uiu'‘-nallv good 
s.'mdvvich'ds. Bran has the property of 
•’.bsorbiniT and holding moisture. The 
’'read itself will keep nicelv for several 
days. ’ Even very thin bran bread 
sandwiches do not dry out quickly. 
Bran is healthful, too.' I t  adds bulk 
which most of us need in our>diets. 
Many of the bran breads are rich in 
flavour and you can . make bran bread 
sandwiches with very..simple spreads 
or just butter.
4  4i 4. 4i 4. 4i •S> 4* 4* 4*
♦IN POLICE COURT*
‘̂ 4>4>4*4*4'4>4>4>4>4'4>4*4>4>4'4*4>$
.'\s a result of an assault arising out 
of an argunient while bowling near the 
Ocidcntal hunk house on St. Paul 
Street, . two local men \ycre fined $5 
each or seven days in jail in Police 
Court last week. In addition, one of 
the convicted men laid a charge against 
the other for causing a 'disturbance in 
a public place by sw'caring, with the 
result that the latter was fined an­
other $5 or seven days. -Vll fines 
were paid. '
h'ur having lic|uor in her possession 
on the Indian Reserve at Westbank, 
an 1 nclian w om an was fined $25 and 
costs of $1.75 o r  thirty days in jail 
last week. .She paid the fine.
Cliarged with being drunk in a pub­
lic place, a local man was arraigned 
in Court on Monday moriiing, wdien 
he was fined $25 or thirty days in jail. 
The fine had not been paid at time 
of Avriting. * * *
i‘'qr operating a motor vehicle with­
out a d riv e r’s licence, a local man was 
fined $5 on Monday morning. —
Not Much of a Smoke
•‘Have a cigar?” said the man with 
the smilinjr face.
“Don’t niiqd if I do.” said his friend. 
“But what’s the occasion? W h y  i’”’ 
lavish display?”
"Oh, I ’ve Rot an addition to the fam­
ily.” \
"You don’t say so? Congratula­
tions!” sa|d the other man enthusiasti­
cally, as he put a match to his cigar. 
.\fter a few puffs he observed, “About 
the fifth child, I should say,”
BANANA BRAN NUT BREAD
cup shortening
J/2 cup sugar
1 egg (well beaten)
iy 2 cups mashed bananas
2 tbsps. water _
1 tup  bran
l y  cups flour
2 tsps. baking powder
yi tsp. salt
Y2 tsp. soda
Y2 cup chopped nut meats .
1 tsp. vanilla extract.
Cream shortening and sugar well. 
Add eggi mashed bananas, water and 
bran. Sift flour with bakiuR powder, 
salt, and soda. Mix nuts with flour 
and add gradually to the first mixture. 
Stir in vanilla. Pour into greased 
loaf tin. Let stiind 30 minutes and 
bake in a moderate oven (375° F.) one 
hour. Let cool before cutting.
Y ie ld :'1 loaf ( 8 Y x 4 Y  inches).
DISCOVERS MEANS O F STO P­
PING H EM O R R H A G ES
The result of two years study, exper-; 
iment and demohstration by Dr. Luigi 
Pancaro (above) is before' medical 
science and the public with th e . an-, 
nouncement of the Sudbury physician 
that he has developed a preparation to 
stop bleeding from hemorrhages and 
in cases of serious accidents or in sur­
gical operations. The haemostatic has 
been put to practical pse by Dr. Pan­
caro, who is a graduate of the Univer­
sity of Rome, and has been demonstra­
ted before other Sudbury physicians.
PEACHLAND
The vote polled at a meeting of 
fruit growers last Moiulav. which was 
addressed by Mr. W. E. Haskins, and 
the deferred vote taken last niRht
gave a tinaninioiis vote for the market­
ing plan. One vote was given against 
the second question on the ballot and 
two “ No’s” received on cincstions
three and four, which made the entire 
vote practically unanimous. Less than 
half of the gro\yers voted on this ques­
tion.
* >K ♦
The Canadian Legion and the Aux­
iliary to the Canadian Legion held a 
social evening on Wednesday in hon­
our of the Rev. D. and Mrs. Scott,
who will leave soon for their new 
home at the Coast. A musical pro­
gramme was given by members of the 
.Auxiliary, after w'hich a prc.sentation 
■w'as made to Mr. and ^Trs. Scott by, 
Mrs. Topham, President of the Aux­
iliary. with R. N. Martin, President of 
the Legion, making a short speech 
voicing regret at their departure. _ A 
sincere expression of thanks, was given 
by Mr. Scott. Refreshments were 
served by the Auxiliary.
♦ ♦ *
Both local branches of the OranRe 
Dodges, the L jO . L. and the L. O- B. 
A., enteEtained^Pn Thursday eyetiing 
in honour of the Rev. D. and Mrs. 
Scott. ,
J. H. Wilson and B. F. Guninipw 
attended the Salmon Arm convention 
of the Rod and Gun Club on Friday. 
The resolution pfesented by the 
Peachland Club asking that the sea­
son on does should be opened-Novem­
ber 1 for local residents, was not en­
dorsed by the convention, although a 
previous meeting at Kelowna had giv­
en it support. The deer menace is be­
coming more serious every year at 
Peachland, and it was hoped, if tbis 
resolution carried, to keep the deer out 
of the orchards early. Last year as 
soon as the season on does was opened 
the destructive herds of deer disappear­
ed, returning to the higher levels, and 
giving the orchard owners a chance. 
While it is no (loiibt advantageous 
from the sportsmen’s point of view to 
have Peachland the sportsman’s Para- 
clise, it is decidedly handicapping to 
the man who is trying to grow a 
young orchard of peach trees. The 
deer are  ̂naturally fond of browsing 
and, having developed an appetite for 
young peach trees, refuse to return to 
anything else after once having tasted 
the tender growth in the early fall. 
The winter rubbing also takes its toll 
of the three and four year old trees. 
W'hich is a very serious loss to fruit 
growers.
: The Summer land Trail Rangers ar­
rived in town Thursday afternoon to 
play softball Avith the Junior baseball 
team who had arranged for a game 
of baseball, as they thought. Five 
innings of each were played ■w’ith the 
local team winning in each, 14 to 4 in 
the softball, and 10 to 6 at baseball.
■ •  ♦ •
The league baseball game between 
Penticton ‘and Peachland on Sunday 
was. a splendid exhibition of baseball, 
with Penticton coming out th e , win­
ner with two runs to Peachland’s none. 
Ted Clements made a nice three-bag 
hit and got home in the next play to 
be called out at the home plate. H. 
and "V. Cousins formed the local batt­
ery which made an effectiye stand a- 
gainst the boys to the south.
Next Sunday the postponed game 
w'ith Oliyer is to be played at Oliver; 
'The regular scheduled game was call­
ed off severM w eeks ago because of 
the dro'wning. of the Oliyer piteber 
shortly befevre the game was to be 
played. ' ♦ ♦ ♦
A farewell address was giyen by 
the Rev. U. Scott . in; the United 
Church on Sunday evening, with Mrs. 
L. B. Fulks singing a solo “God Will 
Take Care of You.” Mr. Scott and 
family are leavijig during the week for 
their new home at Vancouver.
,Mr. ILiil Hiirdie, ;u'comp:tni<’d bv 
his niolluT, Mrs. Ben Hardiv, left on 
l'rida> by auto for V'aiutuivcr. Mr.s. 
Hat die has be« n in ill lu allb for some 
t me ami will nm kiK o iiiedit al lu a t -
iiu'iit vvliili' at tin' t oast.* «
Mrs. ( I.. GiaiiK*'!' held an aller- 
iiooii lea oil I'rid.'iv last in lioiionr of 
the lady teachers on the staff of flic 
viitl.iiid Superior .School.B «
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Beale are on a 
motor trip to soniberii points ;iml will 
be ;iw:ij about two weeks.m * m
Ivast K elow na’s softball team  is 
m.'ikiiig a slroim  l)id for the cnii in 
the pkivroff.s. O n W ednesday last 
they idimiiialed .Soulli Kelowini in a 
sudden ile:itli name at Mission Creek 
by 12. i nns to 7. and in tlie first g.iine 
of the final jilay-off with the R angers 
here on .Sunday they trounced the 
hitherto  miliealeii Rain'ci's 35 runs to 
(t. \ l f  T ay lo r iiitclied ;i good name 
for tlu' winners. Ivast Kelowna li.'illers 
knocked two R anger iiitchers out of 
tlie box. ge tting  no less than 16 runs 
in one hectic inning.slIf •  *
Rnllaiid baseliall teams won :ind lost 
on riiur.sday last, 'riic Maroons drop­
ped tlu-ir final name to Winfield by 4 
mils to 1 on the Winfield diamond. 
Valoncli :iii(l Wili.inisoii sliaretl pitch­
ing for the Winfield le:nn, while .'\lcx- 
amler went the wlude route for the 
M:irooiis. .'Mexander and Hardie c(.)l- 
lected doubles for the visitors, but the 
one lone tally was scored by "Welter 
on errors in the last frame, McCIus- 
ky w:i'S the heavy bitter for Winfield 
with 2 doubles to his credit. J'lie 
score bv innings was as follows:—
M aroons ....................  0 0 0 0 0 0 1— 1
♦Winfield ....................  2 0 0 0 1 1 x—4* * •
The Rangers entertained the C.'apil- 
anos on the Rutland fiedd the same 
evening, winning easily by 12 run.s to 
2. The visitors were without-the ser­
vices of Morrow or Biirnbam, and. al­
though the JLangers did not hit Ted 
Hardy for any long hits, they poked 
out a lot of Texas leaguers, and errors 
also assisted the score. Paul Bach 
pitched a fine game for the victors, 
allowing only one real hit and two 
sacrifice hits. Seven “Caps” struck 
out during the game. Tlie score by in­
nings was as follows:—
Capilanos ............... 0 1 0 0 0 1 0— 2
Rangers ........ ..........  1 4 2 3 1 1 x—12* ♦ *
The number of growers who took 
advantage of the delayed poll held in 
the Coninu\r^y Hall on Saturday was 
disappointin^y small, only 15 ballots 
being cast. These were distributed as 
follows:— Clause 1: for, 14; against, 
0. Clause 2: for, 13; against, 0. Clause 
3; for, 13; against, 1. Clause 4: for, 
13; g a in s t, 0. As will be seen, sever­
al ballots were marked only for two 
or three of the four clauses. On the 
previous Tuesday night at Kelovvna, 
S3 Rutland growers balloted, every 
ballot lieing marked in favour of all 
four clauses. Some thirty or more 
growers lacked sufficient interest in 
their own business to bother to vote.
* « *
Mrs. James Wallace was a visitor 
to Quesnel last w'eek, where her sons, 
Dan, T o n y  and Angus Harrison are 
now residing.
Mr. F. L. Fitzpatrick left on Thurs­
day last for a business trip to the prair­
ie provinces. He will be absent for 
two or three weeks.
Mr. Carson Gaddes,__of Grenfell,
Sask., is a. visitor at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. W- F- Schell.
♦ ♦ *
McLean and Fitzpatrick, the local 
independent fruit company, haid a small 
crew working this week packing cher­
ries. '•
The Maroons and Rangers ̂ played an 
exhibition game of iiaseball here on 
Tuesday evening. In spite of cold 
■windy w'eather, a good game resulted. 
The Rangers won 4-1, ^Tai;h being 
slightly more effective than Atexander 
on this occasion. Paul had 9 strike­
outs, to his credit and allowed drily 3 
scattered hits. He walked 4 batters 
arid hit a fifth, however. Herb Alex­
ander .struck out 7 Rangers, allowed 
only one walk, but hit two men and 
was touched for 4 hits, 2 being long 
drives, a 3-bagger by Henry W ostrad- 
owski, and a double, by Andy Kitsch. 
A double play by the Rangers in the 
sixth was the only spectacular play in 
the field, during the game, which was 
largely a pitcher’s battle.
The score by inings was as follows;
Rangers:.........  0 0 0 1  0 2  1 — 4
M aroons:.......  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 =  1
Umpires: G. Reith and J. Schneidej'.
Short-sighted Customer—Aren’t you 
making rolls a little larger?
Baker—Rolls, heck, them’s loaves.
Woman—If you didn’t take so nui'-h 
interest in horses you would he much 
better off. You’ve had horses on the 
brain all your life. ; 1
Her Husband—I guess that’s why I 
happened to marry a nag.
IMPROMPTU BATHING IS 
POPULAR AT BEA'VER LAKE
But Divers' Neglect to Remove 
Clothing
Up at Beaver Lake, popular moun­
tain tarn in the Kelowna district.^ fish­
ing is not the only sport that is indul­
ged in. Recently we reported the an­
tics of two you;ig gentlemen who dived 
in for their fish but. in so. doing, lost 
all their tackle and had to be yanked 
out of the drink by the scruff o f the 
neck.
Last Thursdav afternoon this feat 
was repeated by two other gentlemen, 
one of whom is no George Young m 
the water. They also neglected to 
take off their clothing and .make 'their 
fishing tackle fast, with the result that 
there will be enough rods, lines and 
other gear on the- bottom of Beaver 
Lake to open up a sporting .- good? 
store.
This may be a stunt W tt-
depression by stimulating trade in fish­
ing tackle. Or it may be that some 
fisheriiien just don’t get enough, watfer 
to drink. ' , •
CAN A FFORD PLEN TY  O F SODA.S NOW \
Oliver Thomas McArthur, seven, of W est llOth Street, New City,
is shown indulging in liis favourite recreation, drinking ice cream sodas, four 
at a time. He is celebrating his good fortune in holding a sweepstake ticket on 
Easton, which ran second in the Derby. The lad will get $75,000.
Brushville Justice—The constable 
says yon were speeding.
Motorist—Listen, judge, I was on 
my way to Pea Ridge to get my 
mother-in-law, her cat. parrot, gold­
fish and-—
Justice—Discharged. You wasn’t 
speeding.
To estimate the number of bushels 
of grain in a rectangular bin, multiply 
the laigth, width, and height of the 
grain in the bin to obtain the number 
of cubic feet of grain, and divide this 
by 1.25 to find the number of bushels.
THE PLEASING APPEARANCE OF YOUR 
ADVERTISEMENT IN THE ADVERTISER 
BRINGS A POSITIVE RESPONSE
2 0 c
W IL I. S E L L  T H A T  A R T IC L E  FO R Y O U  IF  
A D V E R T IS E D  IN  T H E
COURIER-ADVERTISER  
CLASSIFIED ADVT. COLUMN
FO R  SALE—Baby buggy, in first 
class, condition. Cheap. Phone 101-Z
T H IS LITTLE SALESMAN COSTS 
ONLY TW ENTY CENTS
For an extfemfcly m odest minimum charge of T W E N T Y  
C E N T  (20c) you  can advertiise your needs to  all the,families 
in  the G ity Of Kelowna* as w ell as Peachland; .Olenrosa, 
Westbdnk; Okanagaii Mission^ Benvoulin* E ast Kelowna^ t 
Glenmore* Rutland, E llison , W infield, Okafiagan ' Gentre;
THURSDAY. JU N E  28Ui, 1934
W eek -en d
Savings
P O T  R O A ST S t / L i *
O F  B E E F ; lb. ^
R O U N D  ST E A K  R ST S. 1
O F  B E E F ; per lb........... X O X -
S H O U L D E R S  O F 1934 21c
S P R IN G  LA M B; per II).
W E IN E R S R O A ST  PO R K
F R E S H  CO D;
per lb. 
F R E S H  
per lb. 
F R E S H  
per lb.
H A L IB U T ;
SA L M O N ;
16c
18c
22c
Cooked Ham Jellied Tongue
16cH A M S, P IC N IC  ST Y L E ;per lb........................................
B O N E L E S S  O V E N  R STS.
O F  V E A L ; per lb...........
L O IN  R O A ST S o f .............. 22c
C H O IC E  V E A L , per lb...
G E N U IN E  1934 SP R IN G  LA M B
McCall’s Team IncreaBo Their I.ead 
In Competition Shoot
TIic District League teams arc hav­
ing a great time just now with the four
D. K .G o r d o fli  
L im ited
P H O N E S : 178 and 179
highest teams all limiched together for 
a play-otf position. Only three can 
make the ;)lay-olIs but there are four 
teanis that liave chances. The Winfield 
and Oyama teams are sure of pla'y-ofT 
positions, but both Rangers and Simp- 
.sons may lose out, though one of the.se 
two will be in.
h'roni the games played since last 
Tuesday, the Winfield team went to 
the toi> of the league, w ith  Simiisons 
next and Oyama close behind. The 
Simpson team still have two games to 
play and, if they lose both, they will be 
tieil with Jiangers ft»r the third spot.
On Thursday, the Rangers took the 
Capilano Drys for a ride and Ijnocked 
tliem out of the running hy defeating 
them 12-2 at Rutland. At the same,time 
Winfield were putting the Maroons out 
of commission at the former’s home lot 
hy the score of 4-1. And at the Athletic 
Park Simpsons lost their second game 
in succession when the Oyama team 
took them into camp 10-6.
Simpsons will play the Rangers to­
day at Rutland and Winfield on Sun­
day, and it is hoped to he able to start 
the playoffs next Thursday, unless a 
tie develops from the games played 
this week.
At the present time there is a possi­
bility of three different ties, one of 
which could he a three-waj' tie for first 
place.
League Standing
Ftillowing is the standing of the 
league to date. This includes the game 
between Oyama and Simpsons played 
on Monda3" night, when the former 
took the verdict 7-4. This ni)set made 
the third defeat in succession for the 
Simpsoii team.
R o b e rt
M acD onald
Winfield .......
Simpsons ....
O jam a .........
Rangers ......
Maroons ........
Capilano Drys.. 10
p. W. L. Pet.
9 6 3 .666
8 5 3 .625
10 6 4 .600
9 4 5 .444
10 4 6 .400
3 7 .300
T H E  GROCER
Phone 214 Bernard Ave. Kelowna
DEPENDABLE VALUES
—  P L U S  —
REUABLE SERVICE
CRICKET
* * * * 4 > * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *
City D efeats Okanagan M ission In  
League Game
<3-
For W eek June 27th to July 3rd
R ose’s  Lim e Juice; qt. bottle 60c
Shredded W heat; 3 pkgs. for ...... 33c
Guernsey Butter; 3 lbs. for ........ 75c
K elowna N o. 1 .Creamery, 3 lbs. .... 8 Sc
H einz Soups, assorted; 3 tins ...... 31c
R O Y A L  H O U S E H O L D  F L O U R  
98 lbs., $3.00; 49 lbs., $1.55; 24 lbs., 80c
B. C. G R A N U L A T E D  SU G A R  
IQO lbs., $6.45; 20 lbs , $1.35; 10 lbs, 70c
H elm et Corned Beef; 1 lb. tin ...... 11c
N abob T ea; 1 lb. package for ...... 52c
Borax; 1 lb. package f o r ................  15c
On Sunday, the Cit.v eleven beat 
Okanagan Mission by 64 runs in a 
league cricket game, the final score of 
which was 96 for City and 32 for the 
Mission.
.\ t  one time it looked as if the City 
would fare no better at the wickets 
than their opponents, for six wickets 
fell just as fast for. 24 runs. But Grif­
fith and Kidcnij got to.gether and were 
largely responsible for \yinning the
game. •
CITY
Legg, c Mallam, b Dunlop........ .......  0
Crichton, , b Dunlop ................... . .9
Creese, b Dunlop ...... ........................ 1
Carey, b Dunlop ................................  0
T. Agar, b Dunlop ........................... 1
Bredin, b Dunlop .........J................. ....15
H. Agar, c and b Dunlop ............
Griffith, br Dunlop ........ ........ ...... . 19
Kidson, run oU t.................................   12
Patterson, not out ............................... 14
Spring Clothes Pins; 6  doz. for .... 25c Matthews, b .Extras
Farris
p .K . Tom ato Juice; 3 tins for ...... 25c
M axwell H ouse Coffee; 1 lb. tin.... 45c
96
Australian Pineapple; 2 tins for .... 33c
3  Large Pkgs. o f Lux Flakes 50c
Bulk Soap Chips; 3 lbs. for 33c
P . & G. Naptha Soap; 10 bars for 33c
Tfllsoh’s  H ealth  Bran; per pkge. 23c
W hole Glace Cherries; per lb. ...... 50c
E no’s Fruit Salts; per bottle 69c
Australian Currants; per lb. 15c
Australian Raisins; per lb. ..........  15c
Fall of wickets:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 4 4 10 12 23 35 64 70 96
OKANAGAN M ISSION 
Bartholomew, c and b Matthews ....
Dunlop, c and b Agar ..................
Bell; b Matthews ........... ............ .........
Mallam, b Agar ..... .
A.shbery, b Matthews ...... ....... ........
Walker, Ibw., b Griffith ............ .
Ha\% run out ..... ......... .......... ..........
Farris, Ibw., b Matthews ............... .
Hall, not out ....................... ;............ . 2
Apsey, b Matthews ..........................  0
Snialldon, c and b Patterson ........... 4
Extras ................. .............. .
Cut Macaroni; 3 lbs. f o r ............... . 23c
Matured Ontario Cheese; per lb,.... 25c
Colgate’s  O leo Soap; . 5 cakes ...... 25c
Colgate’s  Lavender Soap;. 5 cakes 25c
Grape Fruit; 4 for 25c
Large Lem ons;, per dozen :........ . 40c
Jelly  Beans; per lb................20c
N E W  C L O SIN G  H O U R S  
5 p.m. W eekdays; 10 pan. Saturdays. 
Noon, Thursdays.
.Mternoon Deliveries: 3 o’clock instead 
.’ o f 3.30: 4 o’clock, instead of 4.4S.
C H A R L E S  SP U R G E O N
FA M O U S P R E A C H E R
Firet Baptist Young People Hear O f 
H is L ife And W ork
The m eeting of June 19th of the  
First Baptist Young People’s Society  
falling upon the hundredth anniversary 
o f  the birth o f Charles Haddon Spur­
geon, a world famous preacher o f the 
last century.' a talk was given that 
evening touching- upon his ancestry  
and environment, his childhood, the be­
ginning o f his first pastorate at the age  
of, sixteen, and, his call three years latr. 
«r to one o f the largest Baptist church­
e s  in London, England. -
Fall of wickets:
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 
4 4 13 IS 18 24 24 26 27 32 
Dunlop took eight wickets for 
runs, a very good performance.
33
This building was soon overcrowd­
ed, and, after being enlarged • to  the 
full extent o f the lot, was still inade-; 
quate, consequently in 1856, when 
Spurgeon was only 22 years o f age, a 
start was made on plans for the Met­
ropolitan Tabernacle to  seat 5,500 
people, with standing room for 1,000 
more. The building was completed in 
1861. ‘
Spurgeon’s serm ons were printed in 
many languages' and distributed all 
over the world, numbering well over 
one hundred million copies. A t a  re­
cent anniversaiiy m eeting held in Al­
bert Hall, London, the building^ivas 
filled to capacity,' and tw enty thousand 
other applications ib r  admission could 
not be granted. Prime Minister Ram­
say MacDonald,' who was one o f  the. 
speakers, said that he- had never seen 
Spurgeon but had come under, h is .in ­
fluence as had .millions o f  others. H e  
had heard the great preacher’s serm ons 
read on Sunday afternoons: in th e ' fish -. 
ermen’s cottages in 
W hen the fishwivfes were starting to
ftrilliant BUii.shim- :iKa>u mai'kvd flu- 
(Iiird of llu- scrivH of team .shoot.s, lirUl 
last Sunday at the (ilenmore rifle 
range. (amditioiiH at 200 yards were 
goiul and mo.st of tlie riflemen did fair­
ly well, hut at 600 yards mirage got in 
its deadly work and a numher of prom­
ising sdiia's suffered aeeordingly. 'I’lie 
.SOO yards distanee was not fired, in 
onler to eonchide the sllooting as near 
noon as iiossihle.
In the individual scoring, G. N. Ken­
nedy, 31, G. llammoiid, 30, and G. C. 
Rose, .40. were the leaders at 200 yards. 
At 6(X) yards tlie only marksman to 
pass tlie 30 mark was Rose, who put 
on a nice 32.
McCaH's team, leading hy twenty 
points on the total i)f llie first two 
.shoots, shot steadily and increased 
tlie ga)) hetweeii them and Kenneily’s 
men hy tliree points. Ro.se’s crew, 
with higli total for the day of 263, crept 
out of the cellar position, to which 
]\IcMillan’s squad descended. The 
day's totals were; Rose, 26.4; McC.all, 
256: Kennedy, 25.4; McM'illan, 248.
Tlie total stamliiig for the three 
sluiols is as follows: McCall, .464, 2,49,
256—8.59: Kennedy. .448, 2.45, 25.4—8.46; 
Rose. .429, 22.4,'s^3—815; McMillan, 
.445, 210, 248—8 0 .4 ? \. « ,
Detailed scores ('200^y')00 yards and 
total);
G. C. Rose (Capt.), 30. .32—62: E. L. 
Adam, 29, 28—57: R. J. Noonan, 22, 
29—51; J. Alexander. 28, 19—47; C. 
Gauvin, 25. 21—46. Total. 263. W. 
Harvey. 24. 17—41.
G. Hammond. .40, 25—55; H. McCall 
fCapt.). 28, 26—54: D. Addy, 26. 2.5— 
51; W. Munro, 25, 2.4—48; J. Martin,
26, 22—48. Total, 255.
G. N. Kennedy (Capt.), 31. 2.5-56; 
J. R. Conway, 27, 28—55; D. Balsillic,
27, 23—50; lowest counting score in 
all teams added for two absentees, 46, 
46. Total. 253.
D. McIMillan (Capt.). 29, 28—57; C. 
Hawes, 27, 25—52; D. F. iNTcLennan, 
25. 22—47; lowest counting score in 
all teams added for two absentees, 46, 
46. Total. 248.
D. C. R. A. Individual Aggregate
Scores of those who have fired in 
less than three shoots not included.
G. C. Rose, 83, 55. 62—200; G. Ham­
mond. 76. 55, 55—186; G., Hawes. 78, 
55/ 52—185, and D. McMillan. 84. 44, 
57—185. equal; H. McCall, 74, 50, 54 
—178; J. C. Martin, 81, 47, 48—176; P. 
J. Noonan, 76, 46, 51—173; D. Balsillie, 
72, 49, 50—171: D. Addy, 74, 45, 51— 
170; D. E. McLennan, 75, 43, 47— 
165; Munro, 59, 42. 48—149; J. 
Alexander, 63, 29, 47—139; C. Gauvin, 
52. 40, 46—138.
The. final shoot in the competition 
will be held on July 8th.
T he Kamloops Shoot
It is now practically certain that Kel­
owna will be represented at the Kam­
loops shoot next Sunday, July 1st, by 
two five-man teams. The men Avi 
leave by car at an early hour, as firing 
will commence about 9.00 a.m.
ALLAN POOLE 
AGAIN BEATS 
COAST STARS
(Continued from Page 1)
HAIL TO T H E  V ICTOR !
(Hy cx-Kelowniaii)
Allan I’oole—Kelowna’s very own 
Allan—the hoy with the red hair and 
tlie heaiuiiig smile, >e.s, Allan himself, 
in the greatest field of 100 yards sprin­
ters ill Western Canada, at the Police 
Sports on Saturday, showed them all 
the way to the tape. Before the largest 
crowd the writer has ever seen at the 
Police Sports, and against the strong­
est field possible to lie got together, 
Poole sailed home. Barrett was the on­
ly missing star. He had torn a nuiselc 
and while in strip did not attempt to 
run, Imt merely warmed up. So great 
was the enfry that four heats had to 
he run olf. In the semi-final, Poole was 
up against Howie MePhee, Avhose 
name i.s linked with that of Percy Wil­
liams, and who is heralded as being a 
probable snceessor to Percy’s fame, 
ft was a good race, hiit neitlier Poole 
nor M'ePliee strained themselves, be­
ing satisfied to place for the finals. At 
that Poole did it iii 10 1-5, which is 
not to he sneered at in any eompany. 
Tlien for tlie star event of the day— 
tlie final of the 100 yards. Incidentally, 
it may be .said that Wright and Forbes 
(pialificd for their heats hut the time 
was 10 4-5ths.
Well, to go l)ack a hit in our story. 
Wlicn the hoys were warming up, the 
witty announcer was introducing the 
big shots. Of course lie pointed out 
Wright, 'rhis was a trifle embarrass­
ing for Poole, for they were both wear­
ing green outfits, and “Pinky,” the 
announcer, called for tlie fellow in 
green to rai.se his hand. Poole, unaware 
that W right was behind liiin, raised 
Ills and was introduced as Harold 
Wright. Canada’s Olympic star, and 
rated the best 100 man in Canada. Al­
lan immediately grabbed W right’s 
arm and raised it. Forbes was intro­
duced, and Howie MePhee, but there 
was nothing said about Allan, He was 
unknown. Tlien ultimately Pinky must 
have got wise and introduced Allan 
as being from Kelowna, That was alk 
After the semi-finals, when Poole sail­
ed home, he got more information! As 
they lined up at the starting point, they 
were informed that Poole was Interior 
champion! He had gained in prestige.
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Breezy Evenings Interfere W ith Row­
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Kelovvna Tennis Week starts on 
Moniiajv week'. Entries from various 
points have already been received, anc 
everything points to a larger and more 
interesting list of competitors than us­
ual.
The annual tennis dance will be helc 
on the Friday evening during the tour­
nament at the Royal Anne Hotel. The 
Commanders Orchestra will provide the 
music.
The Okanagan V a lleT o u rn a m en t 
takes place at the Vernon .Country 
Club this week-end. several Kelovvna 
players will be competing in it.
On the Thursday, Friday and Satur­
day immediately following the Interior 
of B. C. Championships at Kelowna, 
the Penticton Lawn Tennis Club will 
run the Southern Interior Tournament 
on their courts.
A “B” team of Kelowna players, 
consisting of Mrs. W. W. Pettigrew, 
the Misses M. Elmore, , M.. Stiell, E 
WiHis, Messrs. C. Dore, G. McKay, H. 
Lyons and D. Stubbs played a match 
with a Vernon team at the Country 
Club last Saturday, when they won 
four matches, drew one and lost nine, 
manj’- of the matches being very even.
market their husbands would warn 
them to “dinna forget Spurgeon’s ser­
mon.”. L
Spurgeon, possessed of a marvellous 
voice, had been heard by twelve thou­
sand people in an open air meeting 
and by twenty thousand in a music Hall, 
where services were held during the 
erection of the Tabernacle.
Projects initiated'by him, such als 
Pastor’s College, St6ckwell Orphan­
age, an Infirmary;' and colportage 
work, were still being actively carried 
Lossiemouth. 7 on.
Arrangements were made for a
This week things are moving fast at 
the Aquatic Club with many things 
being done to get things in shape for 
the coming Regatta. The various mem 
bers of the committee are working 
hard on the programme as well as the 
athletes who are getting -into, shape 
The rowing crews are practicing stead 
ily but the weather has been against 
them during the past week', especially in 
the evenings, vvhen a strong wind has 
developed which puts a stop to all row 
ing, ■ <-
The diving platform Will be changec 
in the near future so that a three metre 
board can be put up. This is neces­
sary owing to the B. C. Swimming 
Association allottifig the B. C. three 
metre championship dives to Kelowna 
this year.
Many youngsters are making use of 
the facilities offered and as . a result 
there is much activity around. A very 
nice donation has been received this 
week, whereby the kiddies will benefit. 
M r.-W . “Bill” Thompson, of Begg 
Brothers Garage, very kindly donated 
a'dozen inner tubes for use at the 
Aquatic. Thanks, Bill, this act is very 
much appreciated. .
Ledm  T o  Swim W qek 
The Swimming Club are getting 
busy now and have a big list of items 
they are going to attend to from now 
on. The first thing which they are 
doing is putting on a LEARN TO 
SW IM  W EEK, which, with the co-op 
eration of the Aquatic Club and all cit­
izens, should be a big success.. The 
Week is being observed this week, 
when talks are being given to the chil­
dren. at the city schools by Dr. Thorpe 
and Mr. J. F, Burne. These talks are 
followed up with a short address by 
radio and the co-operation of this 
paper.' Read the special article on 
LEARN TO  SWIM W EEK , also the 
editorial, both of which appear in this 
ssue.
To climax the week, a general meet­
ing of the Swimming Club will be held 
tomorrow (Friday) at the Aquatic 
Club a t 8 p.m., at which every one is 
invited to attend—parents, swimmers, 
non-swimmers and children. Plan to 
)e on hand and help along tliis good 
objective.
Of coin.'se Vancouver exi»cctcd to 
will. Why, at that slartiiiK l>oint there 
were rnuners whose names have hceii 
hlai'oiied across (.'aiiada. 'I’liey were a 
Mood. Make no error about tliat. Here 
was the finest ami strongest line up of 
KM) yard qieii tliat British Columbia 
can init on the track. Bert Davidson 
wa.s startiiiK, .so they could not kick at 
that. No one, except a few of ns who 
knew what Boole could do, had iiiiieh 
thought (hat (his lad—who it is true 
had done well—would ever figure a- 
gainst such riiimers as Wright, Mc- 
I’hce, k'orhes. I^'raser, all experienced 
sprinters. Hello, there was a false start 1 
Yes, Boole hail heat the gnu. He was 
nervous. This race, wliieli lie had eii- 
tereil at the last minute, and without 
previous consideration, meant mueli to 
liini. At last his great opportunity had 
come. Was he really in the star class? 
Here was his opportunity. Ifc was ac­
tually in Vancouver, and wa.s actually 
lined up against Wright, Forbes, Mc- 
Bhee, Naylor and others, admittedly 
Vancouver’s best. It seemed all like a 
dream. Some years back, when he gave 
the Coast hoys a real run on the 24th 
of May, he had dreamed of this day. 
Was it really being realized? Once 
again the hoys go down on their knees, 
'riicy rise for the “get set,” there is a 
crack of tlie gun, and here they come! 
'Fhey arc all hunched together. A 
hlalikct could cover the lot. What! Is 
W right not leading? N<’i it !> McPlicc! 
and,Why, Boole is right at his sidcll! 
Here they come, nine yards from the 
tape, and MePhee is inches ahead of 
Poole. Look! Poole suddenly sprints 
ahead, there is confusion. Some say 
MePhee has won. Others, and yours 
truly included, declare that Poole beat 
MePhee hy inches. Wc were sitting at 
an angle, so coijld not he sure. The an­
nouncer says: “Folks, that w as a great 
race, and unofficially I believe that 
MePhee won, but I cannot say. We 
will know in a minute.” The judges 
arc talking. 'Fhere is intense excite­
ment. Yes, Vancouver people are stun­
ned. 'rhey can hardly believe it. Then 
comes the announcement, “The judges 
have awarded that race to Poole of 
Kelowna. Give the boy a hand.” And; 
Poole, who had walked quietly down 
to the smarting point to get his strip, is 
given a real hand from the crowd.
Yes, Poole has placed himself as the 
fastest human in British Columbia. He 
has beaten them all. After years of 
hard and most discouraging struggle, 
this young unassuming lad has con­
quered. Good old Pooler! People of 
Kelowna, give the lad a real hand! He 
ran a wonderful race. There was no 
fluke about it. , He won—won on his 
merits. He did it-in 10 flat, and when 
he gets more acclimatized and on a 
better track than Brockton Point there 
is no reason why he should not cut that 
down and break the 10 secs. He has 
clearly demonstrated that he is a for­
midable contender for the Empire 
Games, W hether he succeeds or not, 
he has been a great advertising med­
ium for Kelowna.
Ma}' we likewise say that Mar Jok 
will be a long time before he gets more 
publicity than he did at the Vancouver 
Police^ Sports, for th e , sign “Golden 
Pheasant” seemed to strike Pinky’s 
fancy, and several times he created a 
laugh by saying, “Note the name Gold 
en Pheasant Cafe. Eat there once and 
j"ou will never eat an3̂ where else.”
So, folks, we await the big day when 
the Trials take place. Howie M'cPhee 
is riot trying for the British Empire 
but is aiming at the Australian High 
School. Unfortunately, we will not be 
able, to be there. Oh that we could just 
be in Vancouver for that one day. All 
Kelowna folks who are in the Coast 
city on holiday, please make a point of 
being at the sports and give Poole the 
encouragement he deserves.
Mother: A 20-paige letter
James. What does he say? 
Daughter: He says he loves me
from
DitDOM’S
l i i l i i C E R i r
Phones 30 and 31 
P.O . B ox 239. K E L O W N A
EXTRA
DELIVERY
T h e recently enacted K elowna  
Closing B y - L ^  com pels us to  
close out . store at 5 o ’clock p.m., 
except Saturdays,
W hile these closing hours are in  
effect, a SP E C IA L  D E L IV E R Y  wiU| 
eave our warehouse a t 5 o’clock (ex­
cept Saturdays) for the convenience o f j 
the public.
P H O N E  30 or 31 
Orders phoned before 5 o’clock w ill j 
reach you before 6.
It is our desire to extend to the 
public every service and convenience 
possible in return for the good will and 
support accorded us and on which the 
success of our business depends.'
campfire ̂ meeting to be held on June
26th. ' I ;
GORDON’S GROCERY
?air Prices Every Day—W e Deliver. 
Business- I s  Serviep.' '
Bvi'iilc ill Kchnviia will be glad to 
know that Jack HarriNon, “'I'hc hlMiig 
niDie than justified his title. He 
eanie roiiipiiig home first in praetieal!>' 
every race. We had to leave before tlie 
end, and, as, this is ;;olng in (lu- m.iil 
iiiiinediately, the final rennlt of the ag­
gregate race between llairison and 
Watters, of New Westininster. was not 
-SC tticd. H owever, (he (.'oast papers will 
tell whether or not Jack won the tro- 
plO'. fneidentally, speaking of trophies, 
the 100 yards award that Allan I'ootc 
w'un was a he.iutiful silver tea service. 
Now', Allan, rlon’t go ami do things 
that will make it necessary to use that 
at once. I.ct yoiir mother have it for a 
little while!
Jack, Vinc '̂ . and .Stan Barrett all 
wislicd to he rcmcinhered to the Kel­
owna folks, and .send their regards to 
the girls I
SPECIA L ADDRESSES AT
FIR ST U N ITED  CHURCH
Series To Be Given On Sunday Even­
ings During July
During July, at tlie evening service 
in 1‘irst IJnitcrl ('lunch, Kev. W. W. 
M cl’herson will give a special series 
of talks on the general themt', "Life’s 
Great Honrs,” as follows:
July 1.—"'rhe Hour of Vision."
July 8.—“Life's Great Surprises.” 
July 15.—“Life’s Briglit Dreams.” 
July 22.—“'I'lie (Rory of the .Second 
Mile.”
July 29.—“'i'hc Problem of (he 
Second Man.”
I'rieiul—Where did yon meet yonr 
wife, Henry?
Man—I didn't meet her. She over­
took me.
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M E R C U R Y
OflLSlar 3£osienj
me..
U ntil g 
R ecently |  .O O
T O D A Y
so called  tecause it is just 
slieer enougk to ke useful on  
a ll occasions and y e t stand 
kard w ear a ll d ay . . . .  A n y -  
tym e, in  fact. T k  e Strengtk 
o f  tk is  skeer, d u ll  ckilFon  
w ill deligkt y ou  and you  w ill  
ke furtker pleased w itk  tke 
exclusive new garter run stop  
w k ick  is guaranteed to stop  
runs tkat start at tk e garter.
SLACKS AND 
SHORTS
Slacks in Sanforized Gloth.s— 
yellow  and ^
white ^  A  0 O V
Slacks in blue denim, heavy  
tw ill '
at ..... $2.25
Slacks in grey cotton, fleece
lined, zipper $1.95
side, at ........
Flannel Slacks
at $3.95
SH O R T S in Sanforized cloths, 
white, blue, green, yelloiw, 
fawn, navy. Double pleats in 
front, buttons on side?; col­
oured piping; 
price .......... -V... $1.45
N avy Shorts for girls; sizes 
8 . 10 and 12 ^  J
years ; at .............<
SM OCKS for women. Flare 
skirt, long sleeves; blue.
green and ro se ; $1.95
price
N E W  SPO R T  B L O U S E S  in
knitted fabrics. Gandy stripes 
in a very large variety of col­
ours, N on-sag and non-run. 
• All sizes. OPfc
Price ..........  ........
Q U A L I T Y  M E R C H A N D I S E  
P h o n e  2 1 5  -  -  -  -  -  -  K e l o w n a ,  B .  C :
'...
• .v‘ 1 ''
i
■/i'.
;#s
